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UOP gets star

jb

[alth Center director a Jazz giant Brubeck returns
eran of ABC, Olympics for birthday concert
IL BAUER

CHAD LEMONS
Pacifican guest writer

[an staff writer
•served as a sports medicine
[for ABC during the 1988
Ics, and married famed figure
porothy Hamill.
' Dr. Kenneth Forsythe says
[irning to appreciate the virvorking as the new medical
• at a small school like UOP.
ere's a wonderful spirit and
i here. When you've been
• a while, you probably take
ranted, " Forsythe said durcent interview.
ming from the outside and
ncing the staff, administrad the students here, it's reeat feeling. Everybody is very
ling. That's one of the bena smaller school and smaller
he said.
rently, Forsythe is staying in
1 home in Stockton during
^ek, then flying to Palm
^ on weekends to be with his

I

and his wife hope to let their
'Id daughter stay in one place
hile because she has moved
most of her life,
sythe said that wanting "to
k into primary care and the
pty environment," is what
I 'm to Pacific.
Pythe received his Doctor of
pe at the Autonomous Uni1°.Guadalajara, Mexico. Fol| a L he moved to Los Angepttend USC Medical Center,
! n of Family Practice. In 1982,
Redid clinical research on

photo by F

Dr. Kenneth Forsythe, the new Cowell
Health Center director.
joint and muscle functions in
Stockholm, Sweden.
Forsythe
invented
the
"Ankleciser," a device for the preven
tion and rehabilitation of ankle inju
ries. He has also worked to develop
software for assessing joint functions.
Forsythe has completed numerous
publications and presentations, in
cluding the 1985 book, "Athletics for
Life."
"We're here and open to ques
tions," Forsythe said. " I look forward
to seeing people."

More than 50 years after his
graduation, Dave Brubeck will return
to his alma mater Nov. 18 to help
raise money for the music program
that started him on the road to be
coming a famous jazz figure.
Brubeck, whose 75th birthday
benefit concert is Saturday, will per
form with his quartet and the UOP
Symphony Orchestra in the Faye
Spanos Concert Hall.
The concert hall is the same stage
where he played when he was a 17year-old student at the College of the
Pacific, Brubeck said durilng a recent
telephone interview.
"I'll always go back with great
feelings of happiness and great
memories," said the 1942 Conserva
tory graduate. He said he still remem
bers his Conservatory professors and
the pleasure he had learning from
them.

* •'

Dave Brubeck at work in the 1960s
During the interview, Brubeck
said he attended UOP (then the Col
lege of Pacific) as a pre-med student
with hopes of going to UC Davis for
veterinarian school. A Pacific profes
sor told Brubeck he should go to the
See Brubeck page 4

Janet Leigh remembers UOP,
making of Hitchcock's 'Psycho'
KRIS PERERA
Pacifican staff writer
Glamorous Hollywood, life at
UOP and the transformation of the
movie industry were just some of the
topics touched on by actress turned
author, Janet Leigh during a speech
in Long Theater Nov. 13.
Leigh, who is best known for her
starring role in the highly acclaimed

Alfred Hitchcock film "Psycho," is a
former UOP music major. She left
Pacific to pursue an acting career
when she was discovered by Norma
Shearer at a ski lodge in Lake Tahoe.
Within 15 minutes of starting her
speech, Leigh abandoned her notes
to take a conversational approach
with the audience. At the beginning,
See Leigh page 2
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CAMPUS CRIME REPORT
LT. JERRY HOUSTON
Department of Public Safety
November 2 • November 8, 1995

Burglaries:
On Nov. 5, a painting of a fra
ternity emblem was taken from
Archania.
Thefts:
On Nov. 3, people were found
sending mail through campus with
out paying postage in the Duplicat
ing/Mail Room.
On Nov. 6, a lady's bicycle with
cruiser-style handle bars valued at
$200 was stolen from Faye Spanos
Concert Hall.
On Nov. 6, a bicycle valued at
$200 was stolen from the School of
Education.
On Nov. 7, petty cash - $32.50
was stolen from the McCaffrey Center-ASUOP.
On Nov. 7, tires from a Trek
mountain bike, valued at $200 was
stolen from Faye Spanos Concert
Hall.
On Nov. 8, a navy REI backpack

Leigh
continued from page 1

her main focus was sharing her opin
ion on how Hollywood and the film
industry itself has changed since her
MGM days.
"No one is in one place long
enough to actually be fruitful," said
Leigh. "In your corporate structure,
the entertainment industry is low on
the totem pole of importance."
She did, however, mention
George Lucas and Steven Speilberg as
famed filmmakers who still retain the
dedication of the old Hollywood
moguls.
She referred to Hollywood as a
game of musical chairs which is pres
ently showing lack of restraint when
it comes to sex and violence.
"I deplore the lack of restraint
that has been allowed," said Leigh.
"It reflects the state of our country."
The famous shower scene in
Psycho was extremely powerful even
without showing nudity because,
"the audience became part of the cre
ative force," said Leigh.
Leigh has starred in 80 movies
with such film legends as Jimmy
Stewart, Kirk Douglas, Frank Sinatra
and Paul Newman. Clips of her mov
ies were part of a fifteen minute video
shown at the event. It included scenes
from "The Naked Spur," "Bye Bye
Birdie" and "Little Women."
Leigh was the only actress to have
appeared in three top 50 all-time
greatest films, according to the Los
Angeles Times; "Touch of Evil " "The

containing glasses, a calculator and
chemistry books valued at $420 was
stolen from Price House.
On Nov. 8, a red, Schwinn 10speed bicycle was stolen from Weber
Hall.
On Nov. 8 a dark purple, men s
mountain bike valued at $400 was
stolen from WPC.
Vehicle Theft:
A 1991 blue Honda Elite Scooter
was stolen from Parking Lot #2
(Swimming Pool) on Nov. 7.
Vandalism:
On Nov. 3, a window was broken
at the Athletics Dept.
On Nov. 4, a window was broken
at the Sports Medicine Dept.
Graffiti was found on a sign in
Parking Lot #13 (Tennis Courts).
On Nov. 7, a vehicle was keyed
in Parking Lot #4 (Long Theater).
Miscellaneous:
On Nov. 2, a warrant arrest was
made on Pacific Avenue at Fulton
Street.
On Nov. 3, a DUI arrest was made
on Mendocino Avenue.

Manchurian Candidate" and
"Psycho."
She is also the author of three
books including, "There Really Was
a Hollywood," her autobiography and
"Psycho: Behind the Scenes of the
Classic Thriller."
Leigh wrote "Psycho: Behind the
Scenes..." with the intention of clear
ing up rumors about the cast and the
film.
"I felt very strongly about some
of the myths that had sprung up over
the years and I thought, 'I can get rid
of this right now,'" said Leigh.
She is the first person to write a
book about "Psycho" and/or
Hitchcock who was an actual partici
pant. The book is dedicated to both
Hitchcock and Anthony Perkins, who
played Norman Bates opposite Leigh
in "Psycho."
The event also included a free re
ception where Leigh signed copies of
her latest book "House of Destiny."
"When I was here, it was College
of the Pacific and it was a smaller
campus," said Leigh abut her college
days. "You knew more people and
there was more communication. It
was like an elaborate high school."
Leigh said she is happy that the
campus has still retained its beauty
and small size. "I've always loved this
campus... it's not the concrete jungle
like other large schools."
In the '50s, Leigh had a much
publicized marriage to Tony Curtis
and she co-starred with him in six
films. Leigh and Curtis are the par

On Nov. 3, an incident of pub
lic intoxication occurred on North
Service Road at Stagg Way.
On Nov. 5, a warrant arrest was
made on Brookside Road.
On Nov. 7, $735 was embezzled
from McCaffrey Center-ASUOP.
On Nov. 8, disturbing telephone
calls occurred at Jessie Ballantyne.
Did you know?
During this period of time, Pub
lic Safety officers provided 99 hours
of foot patrol and 34 hours of bicycle
patrol to the campus, provided
seven escorts, found 10 open win
dows/doors, and contacted 12 sus
picious persons. Officers also as
sisted nine stranded motorists and
investigated five incidents of per
sons with open containers of alco
holic beverages.
If you have any inquires about
any of the information provided in
this report, you are encouraged to
contact Jerry L. Houston, Associate
Director of Public Safety at 946-2537
or Extension 2537 from campus
phones. You may also call anony
mously to report any suspicious cir
cumstances or persons.

ents of actress Jamie Lee Curtis. Jamie
Lee followed in her mother's footsteps
and attended Leigh's alma matter.
Leigh returned to Stockton for the
Marian Jacobs Poetry and Prose Sym
posium from which proceeds ben
efited the Friends of the Stockton
Public Library. She has returned on
several occasions to help raise money
for local charities. She hasn't forgot
ten her roots and remains a friend of
the community.
Jack Thomas, the director of news
and public affairs at KUOP said, "She
is a very bright and charming repre
sentative of Stockton in Hollywood.
She is a major star who has played
opposite a lot of legendary people."
Returning student, Mabel Bistline
said, "I have loved and enjoyed her
for many, many years. I liked what
she said because there was no nega
tivity, only uplifting information... a
wonderful example for all the young
people."
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stories in the newspaper are
correct. If an error has been
made, please contact Editorin-Chief Kate Lamping by
telephone at: (209) 946-2115
or through the internet at:
PAOFICAN@VMS.1.CCUOP.EDU
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itudents anticipate residence hall facelifts

ARRIE HAYWARD

[cifican staff writer
The days of cramped, closet-sized
bnn rooms and crowded bathrooms

v soon be a thing of the past if the
•ommendations of a private conllting firm are approved by the
hool in January.

Last year, representatives of the
Isaki Inc. consulting firm were on
Jmpus to assess the expanding liv|g and dining needs of UOP resi
sts. According to James Falcone,
|e assistant dean of Residential Life
|d Housing, the company was hired
Iter the university had already renoIted two residence halls, John and
jsse Ballantyne.
He said the school started work
the two residence halls with inintions of remolding two more, but
Jit plans on hold until Sasaki returns
Je results of their study.
"We shouldn't be spending
loney until we know where our pri
vities should be," Falcone said.
After being hired by the Regents,
Isaki spent most of the last school
tar and the early part of this year
[inducting on-campus research,
ampany spokesperson Vitas
Iskanta said that Sasaki currently has
Vo projects underway at UOP. The

first is a housing and dining hall
study which will assess the condition
of housing and dining facilities and
help the firm to make suggestions for
improvement.
I he second project is a master
plan which will look at the campus
in a broader context. It will determine
where users are, how they use the fa
cilities, if the facilities are in the right
location and, if they aren't being
used, what alternative uses there are
for those facilities, Viskanta said.
"The master plan really looks at
the future of the university and re
views where the university is and
where the university is going,"
Viskanta said.
Viskanta also said that Sasaki's
suggestions typically focus on the
changing student lifestyle, including
nods to the increasing prevalence of
electronic media.
"A more recent trend would be a
move toward suites or individual stu
dent apartments, including things
like new technology. That would
mean providing data lines directly
into student rooms (and) providing
voice mail," he said.
So what do UOP students want
in their new housing facilities? Many
agree that anything would be better

Wpha K,appa Lambda announced the formal ground breaking of their house.

Ground breaking set for new
51 million fraternity house
The Pacifican
nitv^h"'nf>

"a new era in frater-

UmbdaUfr\deS?8n'" Alpha Kappa
fhefr>
aternity announced that

new h"13' 8rounct breaking for their

Ram SC 'S Set for Feb- 10' 1996
servjcp fr tban the traditional food
a resta'
house intends to feature
froni nUrant that will serve members
as mernh5^6
E^ternity as well
°ffer a i < rS' F'ans are underway to
t° (Lie eve| °t food service unique
r°nitientaditi°na' university envp
"o
:he hQUr acac*emic standards within
Use have always -been very

high, which means there is a lot of
stress. This new approach [to food
service] is designed to provide some
temporary relief," Thomas Kennedy,
Chairman of the Board, said.
Other planned features for the
two story house include a library, a
conference room and an entertain
ment center.
The house will be a residence for
28 AKL members and carries a $1
million price tag. The tentative site
for the facility is off of Brookside
Road, next to the tennis courts. That
could be changed when the univer
sity announces their upcoming mas
ter plan

photo by Robert C. Kim

Current dorm rooms would be remodeled under a plan being considered by UOP.
than what they have now.
"I lived in Grace last year. It's like
a prison barracks. It's awful. It always
stinks. It's either too cold or too hot
and it's too small. I'd like to see sets
of suites— like two bedrooms con
nected by a common room," said
sophomore Kathy Schroeder.
Former Price House resident Erin
Kellogg said she was disappointed
with the Spartan accommodations,
considering the cost of room and
board.
"I was hoping they'd be a little
nicer because this is such an expen
sive school," Kellogg said.
Southwest resident Lauren
Benning said she disliked the general
disrepair of her hall, especially the
bathrooms.
"There's brown stuff splattered on
the ceiling. We have yet to discover
what it is," she said.
Students' wish lists for the new
residence halls include everything
from air conditioning to direct
Internet access. Most of the requests,
though, were for simple amenities

like carpeting and paper towels in the
bathrooms.
"The wall sockets1 need to be up
dated so that they have three plugs
instead of two. And we need better
mattresses. There's no question
there," said sophomore Jeb Burton.
Junior Julianna Landon added,
"Almost anything would be an im
provement."
According to Falcone, student
input will play a large role in Sasaki's
suggestions.
"Students have been involved
since day one," he said. "Students
from RHA and ASUOP were all in
volved in giving feedback. [Sasaki] are
highly professional and will consider
everyone's input."
As for complaints that improve
ments should have been made
sooner, Falcone said that renovation
began the day he started working on
campus five years ago.
"There's a need and I wish it could
have been done yesterday, but we are
doing everything we can to speed up
the process," he said.

Delta Sigma Pi hosts YES seminar
JENNIFER REED
Pacifican guest writer
Delta Sigma Pi fraternity will be
hosting the 3rd annual Young Entre
preneur Seminar with the help of the
San Joaquin Delta College Small Busi
ness Development Center.
The seminar is scheduled for 8:45
a.m. to approximately 3:15 p.m. Sat
urday, Nov. 18 in the Eberhardt
School of Business. Registration and
a continental breakfast will be held
from 8 a.m. to 8:45 a.m. on the first
floor of Weber Hall.
Proceeds will primarily go toward
covering the cost of materials and
speakers. Additional funds will be
used to sponsor future professional
development activities and fund the
community service projects of the fra
ternity.

"This is a good opportunity for
students to learn more about entrepreneurship and business. We really
hope that people will take advantage
of the opportunity to hear some very
dynamic and motivational speakers,"
said general chairperson Julie Davis.
Some of the presenters include
Hispanic Entrepreneur of the year and
UOP alumnus, Victor Ornelas, com
munity business leaders and experts
in the area of entrepreneurship. The
presentations will be followed by a
complimentary lunch then afternoon
workshops.
Tickets may be purchased in ad
vance for $8 in McCaffrey Center or
Weber Hall or they may be purchased
at the door for $10.
For more information call Julie
Davis at 462-4787.

Page 4
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Hormone levels may dictate alcohol/ drug use
and the female hormone estradiol,
than girls who don't. Increased levels
of estradiol have been linked with

College Press Service
Think it's just a coincidence that
the hairiest guys at the bars are always
the most sober? Maybe not. Research
ers at the University of Kentucky al
ready knew that hormones trigger
bodily changes in students, but recent
research indicates that they may also
influence whether they drink alcohol
and smoke cigarettes or marijuana.
UK psychiatrists found that high
school girls who drink and smoke
have higher levels of the male hor
mone testosterone, which increases
impulsivity and risk-taking behavior,

Brubeck
continued from page 1

Conservatory instead, because his
mind was not with the Zoology
course he was attending.
Brubeck is acclaimed as one of the
most famous jazz musicians in his
tory. The pianist and his quartet be
came the first instrumental group to
sell one million records with their
album "Time Out." Last October, he
was presented with the National
Medal for the Arts by President
Clinton.

Brubeck is acclaimed as
one of the most famous
jazz musicians in history
Brubeck is also popular in other
countries, playing for audiences in
India, Germany, Argentina, Japan and
the Soviet Union.
He said his most memorable mo
ment at UOP was attending a dance
at a fraternity called Rhizomia. His
mother insisted he go to at least one
dance during his college career and
Brubeck waited until he was a senior.

Think it's just a
coincidence that the
hairiest guys at the bars
are always the most
sober? Maybe not
breast cancer later in life as well as
feelings of depression and sadness in
adolescents.
"I asked my roommate who was
the most intelligent woman at UOP,"
Brubeck said. His roommate sug
gested Iola Whitlock. It turned out be
the best date of Brubeck's life, for the
two decided they would one day
marry. Today, after 53 years of mar
riage and raising six children, they are
still very happy, Brubeck said.
Proceeds from Brubeck's concert
will go towards a scholarship fund for
Conservatory students. He says he
enjoys playing with UOP music stu
dents.
"They are a wonderful group,"
said Brubeck. "They've come through
like real professionals."
Brubeck's sons are performing,
also, and he said there is sometimes
a lot of pressure to perform well as a
family, but it is "a good feeling" to
work with them.
"It usually works out well," he
said. "It is really an event when we
do get together."
Brubeck grew up in the Sierra
foothill community of lone. He hopes
to sneak away to greet old friends and
neighbors there, "maybe I can visit
between rehearsals," mused Brubeck.

Male high school students who
drink alcohol and smoke marijuana
are likely to have high levels of test
osterone as well. Students with lots
of a hair-growth hormone, though,
are less likely than their peers to
smoke marijuana. This hormone
drains their energy and, researchers
speculate, makes them less interested
in experimentation.
It's unknown, though, whether
increased hormones lead to sub
stance abuse or if it's the other way
around.
The study examined 160 stu
dents at two Kentucky high schools,
one rural and one urban. The stu
dents, most of whom were 16, an
swered a survey and said whether
they drank or smoked during the pre
vious year. Researchers then took
blood from each student and ana
lyzed it for hormones.
Dr. Catherine Martin, the lead re
searcher, said the study could help
prevent substance abuse and poten
tially serious health problems by
identifying at-risk teens early.

January Term
classes still
available
The Pacifican
Students may continue to*
ter for January Term classes thin
Friday, Dec. 15.
The following general educj
courses still have space:
• Introduction to Mass Comnn.
tion and American Democracy!].
• Moral Problems (II-B)
• Canada: Land, Resources and
(I-C)
• Oral Interpretation (II-C)
• Biology, Medicine and Heart,
cise and Nutrition (III-C)
Courses are offered for
credit in the areas of Black St
Communication, Drama and
English, History, Modern Lanj
and Literature (Spanish), Socii
and Sport Sciences.
Courses are also offered for
tive credit in Communicative
ders, Guitar, Stage Combat, Wore
cessing and Fitness.
Register it McConchie
W. Stadium Dr. For more infoi
call 946-2424.
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UOP'S College of the Pacific
Department of Drama and Dance|

November 28-30 at 7 : 00 pm
<•188®

1.

NAVEL

For more information contact the Department o
Drama and Dance at 946 - 2116.
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Spotlight on
[tudents get off-copy articles
lelivered easy as pizza
ACLEAN FLOOD
ifican staff writer
f

Use of UOP's Interlibrary Loan
m ffVjce) allowing students and faculty
uest materials from other librarhas increased dramatically during
^ last few years.
r The Interlibrary Loan department
i akes a computerized request for the
aterials. The items are then sent
a
5
•J ere through the mail.
The use of the loan program has
'J most doubled during the last four
." ars Last year the program obtained
er 6,000 books and journals for stu'i'fcnfs and faculty; up 89 percent since
id 9l

The use of the loans
program has almost
doubled during the last
four years.
Jean Purnell, the dean of librari, attributes the increased numbers
computerized indexes. "I think
ey arc large because of what was
ing on in the library in 1992,"
rnell said. "That is the year we
ought up our electronic catalog,
ior to 1992 we were pretty much a
anual kind of library."
Previously, the library could prode all of the journals that students
d faculty searched. Purnell said
h the computerized indexes availe, that just isn't possible.
Years ago, the students could use
inted indexes, and those indexes
juld only cover a few hundred jourineach subject discipline and the
itrary could pretty much buy what
n these indexes. Now, there is no
v," she said.
Computerized indexes give users
ability to search thousands of
urnals and catalogs at many differt libraries.
Modern Language professor,
rtur° Giraldez, was enthusiastic
'out the program.
Interlibrary Loan is an excellent
'Mce," he said. "The staff is profesToll-Free
Information and
Referral for
California Crime
Victims

1-800-VICTIMS
Yiainu of Crime Resource Center
bOP McGeorge School of Law
3200 Fifth Avenue
*£rjn**nto, CA 95817

sional. They are able to get very difficult-to-find materials in almost any
language that you ask them to. Interlibrary Loan is absolutely fundamen
tal in any library. If you want to do
research, it is impossible to haul all
of the materials that are needed for
research, so Interlibrary Loan is be
ing widely used by my students, by
myself and by my colleagues."
The future of Interlibrary Loan
looks good, but improvements in li
brary services may put less of a de
mand on the service, Purnell said. In
the next few weeks full-text , a new
library service will go into operation.
Through campus computers, students
and faculty will be able to access and
print the entire text of an article.
"We're thinking that full-text
could have an impact on Interlibrary
Loan," Purnell said. "We would rather
try to provide something for the stu
dent that is almost instantaneous.

Tage 5

library

Do students read for fun?
CHAD LEMONS
Pacific guest writer
There it sat: a donated box of
mystery novels. UOP librarian Kathy
Ray had no idea what to do with the
books. Then it hit her: Why not add
a leisure reading section to the li
brary?
Just to the right of the magazine
section lies the new Library Leisure
Reading section. Nearly 200 popular
fiction books in paperback and hard
back form are available for the stan
dard 28-day checkout.
"We thought it would be nice to
have materials that are not so schol
arly." said Mary Jo Gohlke. Gohlke,
supervises the circulation department
and is in charge of the Leisure Read
ing program.
The program was founded in
summer 1995 and is funded through
private donations by individuals and
by charity groups. The Associates of

photo by Rob C. Kim

Meaning, we have electronic delivery
of an article on site, rather than the
one-to-two week turnaround it takes
to get it from elsewhere."
Interlibrary Loan is dependent on
the staff of a library to package re
quested materials and mail them.
Purnell said that anyone intending to
use the service should plan in ad
vance.
The new full-text system will not
jeopardize the loan program, because
full-text will not offer the wealth of
materials available from other librar
ies through the loan program.

* * *•

y

AUTHENTIC CHINESE FOOD

~ DINE IN & TAKE OUT
3202 PACIFIC AVE.
STOCKTON, CA 95204
ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF ALPINE AVE.

MON - SAT
1 1 : 0 0 AM - 9 : 3 0 PM

the Library donated 100 used fiction
novels.
Some of the works of Tom Clancy,
John Grishham, Stephen King and
Mary Higgins Clark are now available
for interested students, Gohlke said.
Many students have expressed an
interest in having access to light lei
sure reading. Although it is common
in many public libraries to have
popular fiction sections but, it is
unique to have a program like this at
a scholarly library like ours, said
Gohlke.

The most popular books being
checked out are mystery and romance
novels. Students can escape from the
stress of college by wandering into the
world of literature, she said.
"It's fun," said Gohlke. "You are
not going to get tested on it."
The students who have discov
ered the new section have been very
complementary. "We've had positive
feedback," Gohlke said while she
pointed to the some of empty shelves
of the leisure reading section. "Stu
dents are saying it's great."
Senior Anna Reis thought it
would be good for students who were
interested, but said, "I'd rather go to
Barnes & Noble. I'm not real big on
the library."
Freshman Ryan Harsch said the
program seemed like a good idea be
cause "so many books are reference
oriented."
Harsch said he would definitely
"check out" the new leisure reading
section. "It serves as something to use
to get away from school work," he
said. "It's an escape."
"We want to expand [the sec
tion]," said Gohlke, "with more popu
lar titles, authors and newer titles."
New books are being donated and
the librarians have to sort through
them, she said. "It's a new and inex
act science. We are feeling our way
along."
In addition to looking for more
western and science fiction novels,
the library is hoping that students
will donate their used fiction books
towards the leisure reading section.
The library is willing to put a gift plate
with the donor's name on the inside
cover of any hardback book.
"This would be an excellent
project for fraternities or sororities,"
said Gohlke. She explained how
Greeks might collect used books or
raise money for the program.
"We are here for the students,"
said Ray. She said she is glad that her
program is popular and growing.

INTERNET!
Save time on research & homework.
See things not published anywhere else, rjf
Communicate with the world.
' ^/(
28.8 modems. PPP access.
Direct Internet Dial-up Access!
Get EMAIL & the World Wide Web.

Call for UOP Student Special
(800) 446 - 7322 In Reach Internet, Stockton, CA

Top five
graduate
schools in
Engineering
More results of the National Re
search Council study ranking the top
universities and colleges for graduate
study.
Top five schools for Engineering
Aerospace Engineering:
• California Inst, of Technology
• Massachusetts Inst, of Technology
• Stanford U.
• Princeton U.
• U. of Michigan
Biomedical Engineering:
• Massachusetts Inst, of Technology
• U. of California San Diego
• U. of Washington
• Duke U.
• U. of Pennsylvania
Chemical Engineering:
• U. of Minnesota
• Massachusetts Inst, of Technology
• U. of California Berkeley
• U. of Wisconsin Madison
•U. of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
Civil Engineering:
• Massachusetts Inst, of Technology
• U. of California Berkeley
• Stanford U.
• U. of Texas Austin
•U. of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
Electrical Engineering:
• Stanford U.
• Massachusetts Inst, of Technology
• U. of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
• U. of California Berkeley
• California Inst, of Technology
Industrial Engineering:
• Georgia Inst, of Technology
• U. of California Berkeley
• Purdue U.
• U. of Michigan
• Texas A&M U.
Materials Science:
• Massachusetts Inst, of Technology
• Northwestern U.
• Cornell U.
• U. of California Berkeley
• U. of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
Mechanical Engineering: • Stanford U.
• Massachusetts Inst, of Technology
• U. of California Berkeley
• California Inst, of Technology
• U. of Michigan
Next week: The final chapter.

A look back in UOP history
From the archives of The Pacifican and its rredecessors

1 Year Ago (1994):
Library funding was increased
by $400,000 with the money com
ing from a budget surplus and an
increase in the base budget. I he
increase will help to defer the ris
ing cost of journals and books... I he
Anderson Y Center is starting a new
tutoring program for community
school children. Tutors are needed
for the Tudor House program.
3 Years Ago (1992):
Plans for UOP's new cable chan
nel are underway. It is intended to
replace the current channel 2. A
message board and broadcasts from
the student radio station KPAC are
planned... Pacific men's soccer team
ended its season with a 5-3 win over
Cal-Maritime.
5 Years Ago (1990):
UOP students are getting an ex
tra week off for holiday vacation as
Pacific's response to a national ef
fort to minimize conflict regarding
transition from a two-year college
to a four-year college... Calliope, the
campus literary magazine, is cel-

crew team was scorched when a fire
ruined the boathouse, boats, oars and
other pieces of equipment... Maya
Angelou, author of "I Know Why the
Caged Bird Sings" is scheduled to
speak Dec. 14 at Long Theater. .sf&fc- "5

This year 15 assaults k
and there have been I
St *
tempted rapes.
ft
25 Years Ago (i9v
Josie T a l a m a nnt4-,-,..
e s l. s ,' ' I It
homecoming queen... Alii
firmary has no full-time ' ft
but students must pay I
ter for its support anyhow1'
tutorial program opened jt,P
services to all students onJ1

15 Years Ago (1980):

50 Years Ago (1945).'

ebrating it's 126th birthday. The edi
tor has urged students from all ma
jors to submit work.
1 0 Years

^ 985):
^ ^

%1

UOP continued the 70-year-old
tradition of lighting a bonfire the
night before the homecoming foot
ball game. Students arrived in Frater
nity Circle to show their school spirit
.AA,
in spite of the weather.
20 Years Ago (1975):
Free sex counseling services have
been made available to all UOP stu
dents at Cowell Health Center. A gy
necologist is available to provide an
swers about abortion, sexual perfor
mance and contraceptives.... Stu
dents are complaining that they do
not feel safe walking alone after dark.

Spontaneous hooding at
graduation may get axed
CHRISTI NEILL
Pacifican guest writer
When Commencement Day fi
nally arrives, you probably don't
think about faculty advisors, regents
and administrators pushing their way
through people to embrace and hood
graduates.
But in an effort to curb the con
fusion and congestion on the gradu
ation platform, the College of the
Pacific Council discussed plans that
would help cut down on those who
are bombarding graduates.
After the meeting, Lydia Fox,
chair of the COP council, said that
the policy was designed at the request
of faculty members to limit the num
ber of people who rush on to the stage
at graduation time. Last year prob
lems arose when faculty rushed to
hood graduates regardless of the
crowds and without proper clearance
by COP Dean Robert Benedetti.
At the Oct. 20 meeting, one coun
cil member said even members of the
Regents Board have bounced up
when they weren't supposed to,
hooding and congratulating gradu
ates. Council members were also up
set that a couple people were doing
more than one hooding.
The proposed policy would in

form faculty members that they
needed to be designated by the dean,
be a close relative of a graduate or a
graduate advisor of a Ph.D. recipient
in order to take part in the ceremony.
The rest of the faculty members were
welcomed to the ceremony, but
would be told to stay off the platform
during the awarding of degrees.
Several council members felt
strongly that faculty needed to be
informed that they should plan in
advance if they wanted to hood a
graduate. Another concern that arose
was that there needed to be more
marshals at the ceremony to prevent
people from getting up on the stage.
The council decided the policy
was too restrictive and a simpler
policy should be reached to solve the
problem. Benedetti said that he will
write a letter stating the process of
graduation and that only one person
may hood a graduate.
The letter will go out to faculty
members, administrators and Regents
Feb. 1, 1996. It will also inform fac
ulty members that graduates may
have a close family member hood
them if they are cleared with the dean
and have the correct requirements.
Included is that the person hood
ing is required to be a college gradu
ate with some type of degree.

In a special ceremomj
Graham was honored for,
both indoor and outdoor J
women's swim titles... Studee"^
attend football games with#,
student body cards will bed
$1.25.

n

83 Years Ago (1912): I
The Constitution of the
ated Students of the College
Pacific was issued. One!
amendments stated thatonj
be the official color.

J
J

Former NFL
player to spi
at CIP dinne

"Education: Bridging the
Success," will be the theme
UOP Community InvoM
Program's 7th annual dinner'
day, Nov. 17 at the Stockton?'
•Scheduled guest speak®?
Peter Jaffee, Music Director
ductor for the Stockton Sym
and two UOP alumni, Dr
Acosta, '73, the flight surgeon
USS Columbia space shut!
Michael Merriweather, '82, a
linebacker for the Minnesota
football team.
The evening starts at 6p
music from members of the
Valley Youth Symphony will
tured.
The community is in"'
tickets are $35 per person. Cal
Landes at 946-2436 for resen

Physics receive!
Meade telescof

Fred Hawley of Newifr
donated a 10-inch Meade tel
to the physics departmen
telescope is the largest w<
telescope on campus, and'
being used in Professor Neil
astronomy class. Hawley's'
ter, Elizabeth, was a I99f
graduate.
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hat totem pole do you mean?'
[.OLDMAN
can guest writer
stands there solemnly, not inupon the academic activity
it sties around it on a daily ba-

!cists in relative obscurity ofing completely unnoticed by
tit passers-by.
it" is the wooden totem pole
ls«
lands in the middle of the
I Phillips Center courtyard,
jle was made in 1971 as a seroject by a student attending
HI College.
ough the pole has stood there
years, many people are un:hat it exists. That includes stufaculty and staff. When asked
Ihe totem pole, most of them
Hilar responses:
hat totem pole?"
1 totem pole? Where?"
jere's a totem pole in WPC?"
3 a seem to know more about
)lot
[ do."
/ 'C has a courtyard?"
few faculty members who did
j|lx>ut it only could offer some
pformation: it was made by a
attending one of the cluster
in the early 1970s. No one
lame the student.

for graduating seniors have
much more plentiful in the
r, and they generally pay bet,RKW survey says.
Salary Survey—released earmonth by the National Assoif Colleges and Employers —
that hiring increased at 66
of the schools that responded
oup's survey, while on-camuiting was up 60 percent in
ere isn't anything in particucaused this, just a stronger
ly and job market," said Dawn
In, the association's director of
ment information,
latement from the employtroup noted: "After several
downsizings, layoffs, and
brings, it appears that emwant to grow and expand
p-.:rations and may now be in
m to bring on more employJS opening the door for new
graduates."
University of Michigan last
erienced dramatic improvecampus recruiting over re|sons.
definitely saw an increase;
1 up 37 percent in campus vis

Chinese & American Cuisine

UOP SPECIAL
10% off total
bill any time!

Dr. Gerald Hewitt, Philosophy
and Political Science, was teaching at
Pacific when the totem pole was
made. Hewitt said that the pictures
depicted on the totem pole were

• TAKE-OUT •
BREAKFAST • LUNCH • DINNER <
2328 PACIFIC AVENUE
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA
(209) 466-5881

For over two decades it
has stood where it is.
Perhaps in another 20
years someone else will
notice the totem pole and
take an interest in it.

—'
w
•;
•

"chosen to fit particular motifs asso
ciated with the school and with the
people who use totem poles."
The specific representations on
the totem pole are not known. One
identifiable picture is a world map
missing Australia.
Today, the background of the to
tem pole remains a bit of a mystery.
Who made it? What do the pictures
represent?
For over two decades it has stood
where it is. Perhaps in another 20
years someone else will notice the
totem pole and take an interest in it.
Until then, it will continue to stand
tall, a lasting reminder of a time gone
by in UOP's history.

its," said Jennifer Niggemeier, an as
sistant director for employment de
velopment at Career Planning and
Placement.
"A lot of employers pulled back
with the bad economy, but last year
we saw new employers and a return
of those who had been away,"
Niggemeier said. "Companies are be
ing selective in the schools they go
back to and luckily we're one of those
schools."
The report showed that opportu
nities were greatest for graduates in
computer-related fields.
"That makes me feel like I'm not
going through school for nothing,
that all my years of hard work will
pay off in the future," said UM sopho
more Andy Tong, a computer science
major.
According to the association's re
port, starting salaries in many fields
also experienced growth. Last year,
industrial engineers received average
salaries 5.1 percent higher than in the
1993-94 study. The only large disci
pline with salary decreases was ac
counting, with a modest drop of 1.6
percent.
Niggemeier said that although
the recruiters visiting campus dis
played diversity, newer fields tended
to be most prevalent!

\

\

ALASKA,
WHERE YOU CO
TO MASTER
ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIENCE

is for graduates more plentiful
Press Service

SAM'S CAFE

photo by Rick Marhula

"The recruiters are well distrib
uted, but we see more in the tech
nologies and quantitative fields —
we've seen a big increase in Internetrelated employments," Niggemeier
said.
The survey reported the findings
of the 136 schools that responded to
the poll of 365 colleges and universi
ties. "The schools in the study range
from large universities to very small
liberal arts colleges," Oberman said.

Life purpose
seminar scheduled
The Office of Lifelong Learn
ing announces a two-day seminar
coming to Weber Hall, room 107,
Saturday Dec. 2 and Sunday Dec.
3 from noon to 6:30 p.m. each
day.
The seminar, "Discovering
Your Life Purpose," will be held by
Dr. David Banner, Management
and Organization. The cost is $89
and the seminar will earn one unit
of extended education credit. •
Early registration at the Office
of Lifelong Learning is recom
mended by Nov. 29.
For more information call 9462424.

Alaska and Alaska Pacific
University - the perfect environ
ments for study,
Earn your Bachelors or Masters
degree in Environmental Science
from Alaska Pacific University, in
the heart of our nation's last great
' wilderness.
Program combines environmen
tal study, planning and policy,
management and administration.
G.I.S. on campus. University
extensions located in the Mat-Su
Valley and Kachemak Bay.

Call 1-800-252-7528
for more informalion

ALASKA PACIFIC
U N I V E R S I T Y
4101 University Drive
Anchorage, AK 99508-4672

E-mail: apu@corcom.com
http://www.alaska.net/~apu
Phone: (907) 564-8248
-Fax: (907)564-8317 -.
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Transport service to help
students navigate campus

PeopleProfile

Pamela Graddy

KATIE HILDEBRAND
Pacifican guest writer

KATHLEEN E. CORRIGAN
Pacifican guest writer
Pamela Graddy, who works at the
front desk in the Finance Center, said
that her favorite part about working
at UOP is working with the students.
Pamela has been working in the
Finance Center for 10 years. She first
began working at UOP because a
friend worked here. It turns out that
this is her dream job because it is not
too stressful.
When Pamela was a little girl, her
one main goal was, "to get married
and have a family." She has accom
plished that goal.
Pamela said that the best thing
about the 90s is her grandchildren.
She also enjoys telling stories about
her grandchildren.
Her greatest disaster in the
kitchen was, "When we left grease on
the stove and there was a fire."
Pamela enjoys doing woodcrafts
in her spare time. She also enjoys
reading romance novels or love sto
ries in her spare time.
If she could trade places with any-

photo by KeHy Fried

Pamela Graddy

body on campus for a day, it would
be President DeRosa. She would like
to be in control of the school.
Her favorite person in history in
Jesse James because "he got away with
everything." Her favorite time period
is the 1800s.
To Pamela, the meaning of life is
her family. That means the most to
her.

-Fresh bagels
-Baked on premises
-18 variations of bagels
-16 variations of cream cheese
-Best lunch in town
-Deli eat in or take out
-Full Express Bar

We have all had a cold or the flu,
haven't we? I remember how achy
and tired I felt, do you?
You wish that Mom was nearby,
waiting to hear your faint and fading
call for more chicken soup. You feel
lousy, and you know you need to go
to the health center. But you are just
too sick to walk, too incoherent to
drive safe and no one is around to
drive you. You need to get there,
somehow... So what can you do?
You can call 946-2315 Sunday
through Thursday from 7 p.m.- 11
p.m. and the new Transport Service
from the Student Health Advisory
Committee will come and get you!
Tentative plans are for the service
to begin on Monday Nov. 27. The
Transport Service is to be available for
ill students and those students with
very minor injuries. The cart has not
yet received its safety lights, so the
Transport Service will only be in full
service once the lights are installed.
SHAC volunteers will pick you up
from your on-campus housing and
will take you to the health center.
The Transport Service has ob
tained permission from Disabled Stu

%

dent Services to use theircart^. ^
because they agreed it was a
needed service for on-<ca%!
dents.
The Transport Service was.
by SHAC's two advisors J
Hildebrand and Carol Roth
If you would like to be an;,
volunteer for the Transport s
please call Carol Roth atf
Health Center. Volunteerscans
the health center during they
and will have a quiet room in>
to study.
If you would like moreinjj
tion please call the health c

Bank of America

CEO to speak

Richard Rosenberg, the (
man and Chief Executive Office
the Bank of America, will be i
ing at UOP on Nov. 28 in theti
Spanos Concert Hall from 5:1
6:30 p.m. The campus comu
is welcome to attend the talk®
is part of the Pacific Business!
A reception for faculty and:
will be held in Weber Hall,
112 prior to the talk.

YES

Sfttrte/metteufi SevniM<

Bagel Express
"1

We call it pride,
bagel lovers call it heaven!

//
folii
< .s

1461 West March Lane, Stockton

C oupon expires 12/06/95

Mt

I

209-952-2435

Open: Monday-Friday 6 am to 6 pm; Saturday & Sunday 7 am to 4 pm

Buy one bagel
with cream
cheese and
get
a smau
small
I
geu a
£ fountain drink
or gourmet
coffee free.

"<

[!'""«
I*

Buyone

bagel and get
• the second
one free.

November 18, 1995
8:45 a.m. - 3:15 p.m.
University of the Pacific
Eberhardt School of Business
$8 Pre-Registered, $10 at the Door
For More Information: 462-4787
(Sponsored by: Delta Sigma Di of^UOD and San Joaquin 'Delta College
Small Dusiness Development Center

Coupon expires 12/06/95

The San Joaquin Delta College Small Business Development Center is partially funded bv the I S
Small Business ,\dministralion under Cooperative Agreement SB-2M-00157-01. The support
^7
^ Small Business Administration throueh
tiinriinc does not
nra constitute an
... expressed ,
through such
suiii funding
"" w ""plied wamintvTrf'am-cffVre wmpandfe or r^'irirtft-tfTTT^ "TTfrVY."V:rr
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•Money; Majors and More!

Now Open
For Breakfast

Where can go with a liberal arts degree?
RTON JAY NADLER
irector UOP Career Services

As cited in "Liberal Arts Jobs"
icei,.'published by Peterson's Guides, the
vise- question reAects two issues about the
Rod 'value of a liberal arts education.
3 beH, First, Liberal Arts students bear
Up, , the burden of presenting career goals
t(j to potential employers. Second, Lib.etJ' er.il Arts majors are more responsible
it Ik1 han those who major in other fields
^ o communicate goals and take ap
propriate exploratory and employnent related actions.
]0
J | It is the responsibility of each to
ise the broad-based skills related to
arch, analysis, and communicaihV lion to respond to and meet the chal' ,Jinges associated with goal setting
ad job search.
Simply, this responsibility inplves increasing your "career vobulary," your ability to clearly deribe career fields and job functions,
lie fact is that many English majors
come successful sales representaves, advertising and public relations
irofessionals and bankers. Sociology
aajors complete a few extra courses
id become accountants, or they
ork within insurance, retailing, or
health care.

Your major doesn't necessarily
have to clearly equate with a career
field. Via exploration, by reading
books and conducting information
conversations Liberal Arts majors can
identify potential goals. Via part time
jobs, internships, or volunteer expe
riences Liberal Arts majors can gain
the skills and knowledge needed to
conduct an effective post-graduation
job search campaign.
We at Career Services are very in
terested in seeing more COP students.
But, you have to take the first steps—
across Pacific Avenue to 235 West Sta
dium, the second floor of McConchie
Hall. Our Career Focus program is
especially designed for those asking
"What can I do with a major in..."
Kaufman and Broad, home build
ers and developers will be conduct
ing an information session on Thurs
day, Nov. 16, 2:30 p.m., in Career Ser
vices to discuss a real estate sales/sales
management training program.
Gallo Wine will hold an informa
tion session on Tuesday, Nov. 28 in
Weber Hall 107, 7 p.m., to inform
interested students and alumni about
sales management and marketing ca
reer opportunities.
SUN Microsystems will interview

7 Days A Week!

Leno's Birdcage Cafe

Computer Science, Computer Engi
neering or other candidates with
UNIX experience for technical sup
port specialist positions on Friday,
Dec. 1.
Westgate Academy will be inter
viewing candidates for English teach
ing positions (3, 6, 12 months and
more) in Japan.
Japanese Exchange and Teaching
Program applications are available
and due soon. Complete one now for
the opportunity to teach English in
Japan.
Those two international employ
ers seek "diverse" degree candidates,
not just Education majors.
Resumes due ASAP to Norma in
Career Services. Information on these
and other upcoming interviews is
available in our office. Call (209) 9462361 if you have any questions.
Congratulations to Willie Tatum,
a COP alumnus who recently became
an on-call probation assistant in Sac
ramento County. Willie learned a
great deal in the classroom and on
the baseball diamond as a student
athlete. He is now motivating others
to learn valuable lessons about life's
challenges. Good luck Willie.

Mexican-American Food
inside Sears 5110 Pacific Ave.
open M-F 7-7 Sat.& Sim. 7-5
956-4713 or 475-6551
To Go Orders Available Too!

Stockton's

Who will take
XEROX to the year
2000 and beyond?
You will.

fe-j M G l i r J M f i C n h l
..i

6262 ™

West Lane

The Valley's Newest, Most Luxurious
Theatre is in your backyard!
mier of West Lane & Swain, Stockton

GOLDEN EYE

*3*

R

M-TH: (1:25, 1:55.4:10. 4:40) 7:00
7:30, 9:50. 10:20
F/S/S: (11:05,1:25.1:55.4:10.4:40)7:00
7 30. 9:50. 10:20

ACE VENTURA:
PG13
B ACK TO
M-TH: (1:00. 2:45. 3:15
NATURE

5:00, 5:30)7:15. 7:45
9:30. 10:00
F/S/S: (11:00am & 12:00pm)

ax
COPY CAT

3

M-TH: (2:20, 5:00). 745. 10:15
F/S/S:: (11:40, 2:20, 5:00), 7:45, 10:15

POWDER
IHxj

It's the addition of people with diverse backgrounds who bring fresh ideas, opinions, perspectives and creativity
to XEROX. Right now the Pacific Central Customer Business Unit of The Document Company Xerox is
experiencing unprecedented growth in the Central and Silicon Valleys, and is looking for career-minded people
to be a part of our success story. We're sourcing for the following positions available in the Silicon Valley and
Sacramento areas:

PG13
M-TH: (2:20, 4:50), 7:20, 9:50
F/S/S/: (11:50, 2:20. 4:50). 7:20, 9:50

SALES REPRESENTATIVES
Entry-level and Career Development Opportunities
We're seeking sales representatives to attract new customers and expand our existing customer base. (Qualified candidates
will possess a BS/BA or equivalent, excellent customer service and cominunieation skills, and PC knowledge. Dept. SR/UOP
Positions are available in Santa Clara and Sacramento. Respond to Applicant Response Service, indicating department code
on your response envelope.

Applicant Response Service

FAIR GAME

evenings only 8:00, 10:00 daily

GOLD DIGGERS
EZj

PG

Matinee only: (2:30,4:45)

VAMPIRE IN
BROOKLYN

R

DEAD PRESIDENTS

R

1435 River Park Drive, Suite 506
Sacramento, CA 95815
E-mail: aromenKsXso.hodes.roin
Xenix is an Equal Opportunity Empkryer. Principals only. No walk-ins or phone call*, please.

M-TH: (4:45), 9:30
F/S/S: (12:15, 2:45, 5:00), 7:15, 9:30

S

M-TH: ( 4:45), 9:30
F/S/S: (11:45.12:15, 2:15.4:45),
7:14,9:45 (2:15) 7:00 daily

TIMES FOR 11/17 - 11/23

THE DOCUMENT COMPANY
XEROX
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946.

e-mail:uoptiger@a0['

UOPIuses and Minuses

[>•••• WORST

PlllS to the Drama and Dance department's production
of "Six Degrees of Separation."
Minus to the limited number of performances due to a
lack of funds.

CURE FOR K '

pf\\C- VER:^
-BRE.K^FKC
K HOG- E

Plus

to former President Atchley's warm welcome at
Southeast Missouri State University.
Minus to the unsuspecting community that doesn't
know what it's in for.

Plus to alumnus Dave Brubeck's visit to UOP.
Minus to the price for the concert tickets.
Cartoon

Plus to the football team's almost great second half play.
Minus for spotting each team 30 points in the first half.
Plus

to the marriage proposal during half time of the
UNR game.
Minus who were those people?

Question of the Week

What is the best way to cure a hangover1

Plus to the great half time shows.
Minus to the diminishing number of Tiger fans at foot
ball games.

Plus

to the ASUOP Senate for upholding President
Christie Dickie's veto.
Minus to all the red tape involved in aquiring student
funding.

Kyle West, freshman
"Time and water."

David Baldeschwieler, senic
"More beer."

Tony Cascino, freshman
"Mothballs. Lots of
mothballs."

J. J. Taylor, freshman
'The best way to cure a hail
over is to drink more."

Jim Wyles,senior
"Sleep it off."

Kristen Forcina, senior
"Drink some more."

Plus

to the new director of the Health Center, Dr.Ken
Forsythe.
Minus to Dr. Sarah Grimes' departure.

Do you often fitid your
self freely voicing your
opinions to others? If
so, wouldn't you fust
love to publish them
every week as an
1 Opinion writer for
I The Pacifican? Call
Wonathan at 946-2115
if interested.

sidered f
week's ed
limed to

g—
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Letter to the Editor

irmative action
/es a purpose in
iher education
iitor:

fer reading your editorial cong affirmative action, I felt that
my duty to respond. 1 am a
xity female who was accepted
at UOP with a 3.33 GPA. 1 agree
affirmative action should not be
on race alone, but until the
school system is improved, the
must be preserved. No student
Id be turned away from a college
use of his/her inability to fill a
category. But the educational
em is deteriorating. Not many
" -{lies, let alone minority ones, can
^ :d private schooling for their chil
i. And a disproportionate num$f Blacks, Latinos and others are
living education that is not suffi| :t to prepare them for college,
il we can improve our K through
/ system, affirmative action is
ded to keep college education
n becoming a privilege, not a

li,.

right. Colleges must not become ac
cessible only to the elite few. To avoid
this problem, organizations have cre
ated minority scholarships that are
also focused on the applicants GPA.
In the recipients of these scholar
ships, you have the best of both
worlds—someone who can both meet
the academic standard and provide
diversity within the collegiate com
munity. Most UOP minority students
receive scholarships like these. But,
as a quick look around campus will
show, we are woefully few and far
between. These have been the ones
who are fortunate enough to receive
a good education and make it into
college. But what about the ones who
don't have that chance? Affirmative
action should never be used as a re
verse racism tool. It was meant to di
versify higher education and to keep
it from becoming a resource only
available to non-minority individu
als. But the education that most of
us receive is not enough for college.
Until that is changed, we must keep
the policy in place.

Importance of
election coverage
Dear Editor:
As a political scientist, I was glad
to see Jonathan Sherwood's recent
editorial focusing on the 1996 presi
dential election.
I am writing to suggest some indepth coverage of the various candi
dates to expose Pacifican readers to
their alternatives before the primary
season begins. Virtually all of the of
ficial candidates (and some unofficial
candidates) have established a pres
ence on the internet. A student of
mine recently pointed me in the di
rection of a number of Worldwide
Web home pages for candidates. The
amount of information available di
rectly from campaigns is astounding.
I encourage you to gather some
of the information from these home
pages to publicize the stands that vari
ous candidates are taking on critical
issues.
Matt Wetstein

Shavon Walker
Student

T

Top Ten List

Visiting Assistant Professor, Political Science

H

E
-_r

Effects of NOT
drinkinq at
UOP
10. Football games
wouldn't be as
much fun.
9. Natural Light
would go out of
business.
8. No more dirty
dancing.
7.The "hung over
excuse" wouldn't
work.
6. No more walks of
shame.
5. Public Safety
would be bored.

Earn extra money and gain experience.
Apply now for next semester
Positions available in:
•Opinion •Sports •News
•Graphic and Ad. design
•Advertising department
Apply at Third Floor Hand Hall
M-F 9 a.m.-5p.m.
L

4. You couldn't
deny anything.
3. You might turn to
chewing tobacco.
2. The person you
thought was hot,
isn't.
1. You'll get your
morals back.
C o m p i l e d by
Carrie Gulbransen

Classifieds

s
Classified Ad
v
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MISC.
Foreign students DV-1 Greencard
Program available. 1-800-6607167.
Lost on 11-11. Woman's gold wed
ding band, in the vicinity of UoP
stadium.
Big reward. 473-3679.
aaii
Leave a message.
FOR SALE
MACINTOSH COMPUTER for sale.
Complete system including printer
only $499. Call Chris at 1-800-6654392 ext. 9080
Poloroid Land camera 210 for sale.
Like new, case and flash incl. Call
825-7034.
1988 HONDA PRELUDE SI: Fully
powered, red, AC, detachable face
CD player, tinted windows, chrome
platedsides, new alarm system, 93k
miles. Exc. Cond. $6,800/best of
fer. Call 474-8765.
FOR RENT
Furnished room for rent -$250,
Parkwoods area, share utilities, fe
male preferred, call Peggy at 9525242.
JOBS
PART-TIME TEACHER for The
Fourth R Computer Classes for kids.
Grades K-8. Experience working w/
children important & some basic
computer skills necessary. $8/hr,
7-10 hrs/wk (or more) call 9515200.
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing
travel brochures. For information
send a self-addressed stamped en^cccvry

velope to: Inc-1, P.O. Box 1354,
Miami, FL 33160-1354.
Earn an extra $1000/month while
enjoying the freedom of the road.
Appy at Domino's Pizza, 4343 Pa
cific or Call (P> 952-3030.
HELP WANTED
$AGGRESS1VE$ - Looking for four
als in
" " the
'
professionals individuals
Stockton area to earn a 6 figure in
come that will double the next year.
Serious inquiries only. 801-2688667.
RAISE $$$ - THE CITIBANK
FUNDRAISER IS HERE TO
HELP YOU!
FAST, EASY,
NOR RISK OR FINANCIAL
OBLIGATION-GREEKS,
CLUBS,
MOTI
GROUPS,
VATED INDIVIDUALS, CALL
NOW. RAISE $500 IN ONLY
ONE
WEEK.
(800) 8621982 ext. 33
P/T telephone solicitors:
We are looking for outgoing and
enthusiastic people with good
phone skills to help us expand our
Business. Excellent income poten
tial. Telemarketing experience
helpful. Free info, call (800) 88379 K
STUDY
PART-TIME/WORK
JOBS
Viking Freight seeks part-time cleri
cal and dock workers for various
shifts in Stockton or other regional
facilities. Contact Pete Tucker,
1820 Parkway Blvd., W. Sacra
mento 95691, (916) 371-9181.
First Presbyterian Church seeks Di-

CP:

v.rr-'<< i t
K
or A. tfe

469-2300
Tracy &
Lodi: 800-4692330

24 hour news & information at your fingertips
EASY TO USE! Just call the number
above, wait for the voice prompt, then dial in
the 4 digit category code listed here.

features directory
Daily California Lottery

3845

U.S. Lottery Scene

3846

Joke Of The Day

3865

Criminal Comics

3871

"Manny's"

rector of Youth Ministry 15 hrs/wk,
$600/mo. Contact Steven Carter,
Pastor, 31 E. Vine Street, Stockton
95202, (209) 465-2653.
UOP Career Services seeks part-time
Work Study workers during Janu
ary Term. Contact Norma, 9462361 or visit 2nd Floor McConchie
Hall.
Health Plan of San Joaquin seeks
clerical assistant, 20 hrs/wk, $9.47/
h. Experience with Windows and
wordprocessing desired. Contact
Catherine Leal or Fax 939-3535.
Target seeks cashiers, stock, clerical,
and sales persons. Contact Lisa
Carveles, 4707 Pacific Ave., 4768081.
In Shape City/Stockton Athletic
Clubs seek front desk worker, 1520 hrs/wk, $5/h. Contact Curt
Zimmerman, 7920 Kelly Drive,
472-2105.
Wells Fargo in Lodi seeks Tellers, 17
hs/wk, $7-8/hr.
Contact
Pricillia
$7-f ~
~
McMulen, 120 West Lodi Ave
Branch. Pick up applications at any
Wells Fargo brancn
rich and return to
Lodi Branch.
Gamut Productions seeks Brahic
Artist flexible hours between 8-5.
Contact Steve Whyte, 466-6653.
Campbell's in Lincoln Center seeks
Salespersons in Women's Clothing,
20-30 hrs/wk, $5/h. Meet with Pat,
dressed and ready to interview
when you visit store and pick up
application.
Heald Business
College seeks a

FULLER

MARITAL AND FAMILY
THERAPY PROGRAM IN
TM-xiLfXiK AT, SEMINARY NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

F

uller's Graduate School of Psychology is now
offering a Master of Arts in Marital and Fam
ily Therapy degree through the seminary's Ex
tended Education program in Northern Califor
nia. This highly acclaimed graduate-level degree
program undergirds academic and therapeutic
training with a Christian theological foundation.
This program satisfies educational requirements
for licensure as a marriage, family, and child
counselor.

EVENING AND SATURDAY CLASSES ARE
AVAILABLE IN MENL0 PARK.
For more information, call:
Fuller Seminary in Northern California
415-321-7444, or fax: 415-321-8606.

°"'4 7

California Tresf
•c •

A • F • E •

Rotisserie Roasted Turkey Sa
"The Real Thing"
Fresh Fish Sandwiches
"Can Be Grilled"
BLT
Hand Cut Apple Smoked Bacon
Breast Of Chicken Sandwich
"Stockton's Best"
Freshly Squeezed Lemonade
1612 Pacific Avenue
Phone Orders
463-6415

World's First Oyster Burrito
INCREDIBLE!

Discover the flavors that have
made San Felipe famous

CARNE ASADA • CARNITAS
TOSTADAS • QUESADILLAS
Fresh Squeezed Lemonade
Fresh Squeezed Orange Juice
Drive Thru Espresso
Phone Orders 952-6261
We accept ATM, Visa,
Mastercard & Discover

4601 Pacific Ave
1 blk. south of
march lane

Part-time English Instructor for
fdll-uuiv
... 1
r*l /I Li in
Contemporary
Literature 1
and
hundamentals of Writing. Requires
Masters in English, Communica
tions, or related field. Contact
Suzanne Mutimer at 477-1114.
Enterprise Rent-a-Car in Lodi seeks
part-time assistant. Apply in per
son at 400 E. Kettleman Avenue (in
Kettleman Station). Contact Anne
Mathewson, Assist. Branch Rental
Mgr., 369-2000, FAX 369-5412.
Snell's Pre-Kindergarten School
seeks instructor for movement
experience with young children,
afternoons (days optional) Tuesday,
Wednesday, or Thursday, approxi
mately 3:30-5:30 pm. Call 4786161 or send resume to 9371 N.
Lower Sacramento Road, Stockton
95210.
5 Part-Time Customer Service Representative positions at Kaiser
Permanente's Northern California
Regional Call Center in Stockton.
Part-time is 8:45-3:15 Mon-Thur;
Short hour is 9-12 or 12-3 Mon-Fri
(no exceptions); also may include
weekend
id vwork; $ 11.50-$12.50/hr.
Requires customer services experience, excellent written/verbal'skills,
sl>
basic knowledge of PCs and Win
dows. Spanish or Cantonese skills
preferred. Mail Resumes to Re
gional Personnel/CCOOl, PO Box
12916, Oakland, CA 94604-3021,
Oakland 94604.
Quad Dining Hall has work-study

. no
La

and non-work-stM
for food services 2
sions workers, bani-1
well as accounting . ^
Mgr. inQuadeDini?
plication.

Dr. Pecham seeks V«
tants and Office A
positions, $5.5S-$9^1
ing on performance >
plication, SJVeterinjr
Harney Lane, Lodi $|
Stockton Public Auto
Clerical Assistant, Jul
or Jeannie at 466-227?
Office Services seeksOf
Assistant with PC skjl!3-4 days/wk. Coos
Crayton, or Tammy at
St. George Parrish Jd,
Math Instructor, $20.'
8am-12:30pm. Contam
Humor TrafficSchoolij)
ing" for "acting/teachtions, $ 10-15/hr. Core
Traffic School Casting [
SF 94107.
Bookkeeper/ComputeiCd
10 hrs/wk, for smallbio
Alan Bailey, 477-0991
For additional infoxr
postings visit Career Sero
Second Floor McConcfc
West Stadium, Stock;
95204. Phone(209)9«
(209) 946-2760.

Managemei
Opportunti

Frito-Lay, Inc., a division of Fortune 20Pe|
has immediate management opportunities foi
alumni and December graduates.
We operate a 90-plus million pound snack pi
in Modesto. We operate in a progressive, tea
based environment. We are searching for
engineering, business, and operations manage)
graduates to fill shift management positions
Our shift managers are responsible for the opei
and performance of a 35-50 member multi-sk
production team as well as the growth and
development of the team as a self-sufficient ii
You will also participate in the development
implementation of performance improvemefl
projects.

Interested graduates are requested to submit^
resume to Norma at the UOP Career Center no
later than Monday, November 27, 1995. Fritonc. offers a challenging and fulfilling career as
as flexible and competitive benefits. Please co
^ampus Career Services for scheduling inform
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Janell Bauer
A&E Editor
946-2115
jbauer@vms1.cc.uop.edu

Theater review

'Six Degrees' separates itself from most dramas
JUSTIN GINGERY
Pacifican guest writer
1

%.

Last Sunday I was fortunate
enough to be an audience member of
UOP's presentation of the John Guare
play "Six Degrees of Separation." The
play is set in present day New York
City and is narrated by Flanders and
Ouisa Kittredge. In about 90 minutes,
these two characters tell the 'anec
dote' of how a street wise, con-artist
named Paul entered and exited the
lives of some of the most socially elite
people in the city.
Posing as the son of Sydney
Poitier and as a friend of the
Kittredge's children, Paul moves from
being a prostitute in Boston to a few
nights with the social elite. What
happens in those few nights becomes
more than just an 'anecdote.' It is an
experience which reveals more truths
than I could write about.
Production Designer Peter Lach
and Theater Technician Jack Pratt
brought a fantastically realistic set"to
the stage. The major set is the
Kittredge's artistic suite, which is per
fectly fitting for an art dealer like
Flanders. The mixture of multi-col
ored lights and glass tables accurately
set the stage.
The direction and performances
were impressive by any standards, but
even more so when moving a play
with such a thought provoking tone
and no intermission for the audience
to seek refuge from the barrage of
themes and controversial events that
take place. Director William J. Wolak
contained the play just enough not
to appall, and let it soar just enough
to inspire.
Being seated with an older crowd,
I feared that the language and some
sexual scenes would offend. Although
See Six Degrees page 18

Profile on
"Six Degrees of
Separation" star,

Manny
Darden
See p. IS

Photo courtesy Drama and Dance department

Matt Kimmich, Keith Hammond, Michelle Gibson and NinaPukonen star in "Six Degrees of Separation." Three performances
are scheduled for this weekend: Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 5 p.m.
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Music review

Movie review

'Jeffrey' proves to be new and exciting
ERIN LEWIS
Pacifican staff writer
After seeing so many of the same
kinds of films over and over and over
and over, it's utterly refreshing to see
something as new and exciting as
"Jeffrey." Although it's not entirely
new (it was released in other cities a
few months ago), it's playing for a
limited time at the newly-convertedto-art-films Sherwood Theatre.
The basic storyline concerns Jef
frey (Steven Weber, from "Wings"), a
young gay male who has gone from
sexually active to abstinent because
he is deathly afraid of AIDS.
All seems well until Jeffrey meets
Mr. Right, an attractive bartender
named Steven who thinks Jeffrey's
just about the coolest thing ever. Jef
frey is reluctant to date anyone be
cause of AIDS, and it's made even
worse when he finds out Steven is
HIV-positive.
The rest of the movie is spent try
ing to keep these two, who are obvi
ously meant for each other, together
and apart at the same time. In sort
of a "Remains of the Day" fashion, I

felt like I was going to get an ulcer
during the movie if they didn t end
up together (in fact, I may have yelled
to Jeffrey a few times, "snatch up
Steven before it's was too late."
The movie is full of little quirks
that make you think Jeffrey should
get over his fears and get together
with Steven, and equally full of
people who are terribly upset because
their lovers are dying from AIDS. Jef
frey has a hard time figuring it all out
for himself, so he seeks the help of
others to figure out this terrible dis
ease. Jeffrey's friends, Sterling (Patrick
Stewart in a command performance)
and Darius (Bryan Batt) are hilarious
as they try to cheer him up and get
him dating again.
The storyline is modern and
touching, and the acting is really su
perb. Some of the best moments were
small parts by unknown actors. Per
haps what 1 liked best about this
movie is that it breaks all of the tra
ditional Hollywood blockbuster rules.
For instance, people talk to the audi
ence through the camera, and strang
ers on the streets of New York are
compelled to get involved in Jeffrey's

life. Also, Jeffrey's parents are almost
too supportive of his homosexuality,
as is everyone else in the film.
Gay life is portrayed in a natural,
honest way, and—unlike in "Philadel
phia" we get the chance to see ac
tual onscreen kisses between men.
Although many would be put off
by this, I think it's brave on the part
of the filmmakers, and it's what I
think is a pretty darned fair represen
tation of the gay culture, if not a comedic one. It's about time they had a
wholesome movie about gay life that
wasn't Disneyized to death. Maybe
other directors will take a hint.

Grade: A
Recommended if: You
know someone with AIDS,
you liked "Four Weddings
and a Funeral", you are ma
ture enough to handle homo
sexuality.

Music review

Blues Traveler does not want to be
labeled as hippie, mainstream band
RYAN HARSCH
Pacifican guest writer
"Runaround." "Hook." You have
probably heard these songs many
times on the radio, at parties or on
MTV. They are by the band Blues
Traveler and found on their fourth
release "Four."
These songs have hurled a band
that was once cherished by its small,
devoted following into the main
stream. Blues Traveler is now called a
pop, mainstream band, due to their
Grateful Dead-style improvisation
and legions of fans. Yet the band is,
and does not want to be, neither.
Blues Traveler seems to be the
dominant band in a "scene" com
posed of bands that revel in explor
atory, free-form music (Phish, Dave
Matthews Band) and their rabid, ec
static fans. Due to the mainstream
success and media bombardment of
Blues Traveler, hordes of new fans
have entered the scene - fans who
mosh excitedly rather than dance
peacefully and yell out for the band
to play, you guessed it, "Runaround."
It is evident that Blues Traveler
modestly despises all the attention
they have been given recently. "Suc
cess is the most unhealthy thing for

a scene," lead singer and harmonica
player John Popper said in a recent
interview. "It's not a hippie 'thing' or
a mainstream 'thing' at all."
Unknown to many, most of the
songs on "Four" are not a very good
indicator of what this band can do
live. The name Blues Traveler springs
from what they do in concert. "When
you jam right, it's like you enter this
fifth entity," Popper says. "We are
embarking on a great adventure.
That's what makes us play with the
utmost in creativity and energy."

John Popper is an amazing musi
cian, and is rightly dubbed "the
Hendrix of harmonica." He can make
his instrument sound like a bird, a
freight train, a guitar or a jazz horn.
As Popper stands on stage, playing
intensely like a madman while the
band wails behind him, it becomes
clear that the band is searching for
the right jam, the right groove. Pop
per leads the tribe with his magic
harp, one that sometimes screams
and howls, other times singing with
serenity or peacefulness; the guitar
laces the jams with fiery licks; the
rolling bass and drums fuel the
groove.
The music can sound like every
thing you have heard in your life, yet
the band travels with it to brave new
worlds, making it their own. This can
best be experienced in concert, not
on record.
Blues Traveler has two new re
leases: a cover of the Sly and the Fam
ily Stone song "I Want to Take You
Higher"
on
the
album
"Hempilation,", and "Imagine" on a
John Lennon tribute album. Yet the
only way to feel the essence of Blues
Traveler is to see them live. They will
be playing at the Warfield Theater in
San Francisco on Nov. 24, 25, and 26.

Hendrix tribute:
//
Storm" incredibly
JOEL SCHWITZER
Pacifican staff writer

Mix together equal parts of $tj
Carlos Santana, Steve Vai, Sassj0t|
jazz guitarists John McLaugh]jn ^
Stanley Clarke, Brazilian harm0n]
player Toots Thielemans, "LiV|!
Color's" Corey Glover, PaulRo^
blues guitarist Taj Mahal,
Hendrix Experience alumnus^
Redding, and a smattering of 0%
talented musicians. Add a sprinkk
of the London Metropolitan Orches
tra. The result: an incredible t%
to the musical legacy of Jimi Hendib.
entitled "In From the Storm,"
This album does not play 1|
most tributes. Rather it flows togethe
as a single project. Sass Jordan, CaJ
Santana, former Miles Davis drums>
Tony Williams, and Stanley Claris;
energize "Spanish Castle Magic,"aI
nugget from Hendrix phenomenal
"Axis: Bold as Love" album.
Sting teams with Johnl
McLaughlin for a spine-tingling vei
sion of "The Wind Cries Mary," ami j
the London Metropolitan Orchestra
provides background for Tool)
Thieleman's harmonica on an instni j
mental version of "Little Wing"tk,
is nothing short of magical.
Steve Vai takes center stage with
Tony Williams and the orchestra on'
"Bold as Love," and original Hendris
bassist Noel Redding provides accom
paniment for the classic "Burningof I
the Midnight Lamp." The rendition
of "Purple Haze" by funk icons Boots) j
Collins and Bernie Worrel as well as j
Buddy Miles is so hot I was afraid my,
stereo would melt.
While most tribute albums serve
to provide the consumer with an
overview of an artist's body of work
(like the so-so, in comparison to this
"Stone Free" Hendrix tribute), this
one is an album that no fane1
Hendrix should be without.
Over the last years, many albums
providing orchestral renditions 01
rock songs have been released. Most
of these, including music by Jethf
Tull, Genesis, and Pink Floyd center
around the orchestra, with rock mu
sicians sitting in the background. On
"In From the Storm," the orchestrab
simply there to provide extra musi
cal texture. Rather than dominating
this album, the London Metropolis
Orchestra comes in effectively to f'1
out these new versions of HendrS
classics.
If you are a fan of the music 0
Jimi Hendrix, this album is an in®
pensable addition to your collection
From the very moment it begins, is
clear that "In From the Storm" >s 111
average tribute album.

%
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% fvf iti-talented Manny Darden: One cool cocktail
1

MARY CUTLER
Pacifican guest writer

He sings, he acts, and he steals the
fchow every time he's on stage. His
name is Emmanual Darden and he
ihii:
rrently plays Paul in "Six Degrees
3rnj(.• ot Separation."
tj I Darden, who will be on stage
this Friday, Saturday, and Sunal, day in the play's final performances,
His i < is in his second semester here at PaHe's already performed in three
itj^ major UOP productions and was
0,c' )elta Gamma's Mr. Anchor Splash.
"Manny is what I would call a
rcktail. He's a mixture of different
hings and it's all cool," said drama
tjdent Pashmina Parmanand. Nina
Pwkonen, who plays Ouisa in "Six
egrees," added, "He's very profesonal, he's very intelligent, and I
acmire him."
It was Manny's freshman year in
ligh school that he discovered his

f

knack for acting. "I was a total class
clown. All the attention had to be on
me, so one of my teachers suggested
that I try out for the play. I tried out,
got the lead and from there on I just
couldn't stop acting."
Darden, who prefers to be called
"Manny," is a sophomore here at
UOP. He transferred last semester. He
is 19 years old and a double major in
psychology and dramatic arts. You
might have seen him performing last
year in "Into the Woods" as the baker.
He was also in "A James Baldwin Ret
rospective: Nobody Knows."
Manny thinks the drama depart
ment here at UOP is an excellent one.
"You have excellent professors, you
have great directors, great designers,
and the costumes are just wonderful.
Darden described UOP as "a
school that doesn't limit your capac
ity for learning." He expects to gradu
ate in 1998.
Time management is a key factor

with Manny's lifestyle. He is involved
with so many things that time man
agement is very important and forces
him to be responsible. In his free time
he enjoys hanging out at his frater
nity, Pi Kappa Alpha, and with
friends.
"Pike has been so cool to me be
cause I've been an only child and now

I have 50 cool brothers."
When he's not performing or
hanging out at Pike he sometimes
goes home to San Francisco to visit
friends and family.
When asked who his mentor has
been, Manny replied, "My mother
has been with me since the beginning
and will be there till the end."

Movie review

e Movie Guys go toe to toe: "When Nature Calls n

ttijN. QURBAN REVEAL
:.:JRYAN SCHNEIDER
pacifican staff writers
'Ml
Bif
R: Having greatly enjoyed "Ace
no Vt ntura: Pet Detective," I was look; ing forward to its sequel: "Ace
p Ventura: When Nature Calls." And I
dragged my filmic counterpart kick
ing and screaming all the way to the
eater.
N: I must admit, when I first
card of "Pet Detective," I was dissted. But later, capitulating to an
ther friend's demands, saw "Pet Dective" and enjoyed it. So my initial
isgust with the sequel was tempered
y the realization that it could possily be not completely revolting,
nfortunately, I was wrong.
R: That's only because you spent
lost of the movie enjoying your fully
djustable backrest and ample leg
)om, and counting the speakers in
e THX sound system. "When Nare Calls" delivers plenty of laughtting high jinx if you're in a stupid
nough mood to enjoy this cheesy,
lightful movie.
N: Having been to a few THX theres, I know quite well how many
eakers there are and resort to
>eaker counting only in the most
re of circumstances. While "Pet
tective" was a well-deserved satire
pro football grounded firmly in the
faked Gun" sensibility, "When Nare Calls" has as its primary target
frican tribes with the stabs at coloilism strongly underplayed. My re

sponse to this film is motivated pri
marily by the film's ill-aimed satire.
Paying grown men millions of dol
lars to bludgeon each other in pur
suit of a pig bladder is worthy of sat
ire; African tribal customs are not.
R: Here I must agree. The plot in
"When Nature Calls" is somewhat
convoluted and confusing. Ace is on
another assignment, this time to find
an albino bat. It's not Snowflake. This
plot weakness can be distracting if
you stop to care what the movie is
really about rather than simply en
joy Jim Carrey clowning around and
doing what he does best.
N: A second concern I have ad
dresses that gray area between allu
sion and plagiarism. Allusions func
tion as enriching references in the
framework of a unique plot. In
"When Nature Calls," the plot itself
is constructed of scenes lifted from
other movies and recast with Ace
Ventura flavor. "Star Trek" fans will
recognize Jim Carrey's ascent up a cliff
face a la "The Voyage Home." Jim
Carrey parks like Harry Tasker ("True
Lies"). Ventura has the animal-loving
tendencies of the Riddler ("Batman
Forever"), and masturbates like a kid
in the middle of "Fast Times at
Ridgemont High." And the list goes
on interminably.
R: Yes, yes, I see the potential for
plagiarism here. But the references
are so overt that they can only be seen
as homage and not theft. Case in
point, Carrey's Shatner imperson
ation. We saw it in "Pet Detective"

and he's using the same trick here
slightly altered in that here the refer
ence is to an original episode of "The
Twilight Zone." I didn't want to see
this film for its ingenious narrative
constructs (that was "The Usual Sus
pects"), but for Carrey's antics. He is
a genius at physical comedy and
that's how he garners the $20 million
price tag. I feel he delivers, if the writ
ing, this time by writer and director
Steve Oedekerk, sometimes does not.
Some of the gags are a bit far-fetched
but Carrey makes you laugh.
N: I missed Carrey's perfor
mances. Most of the humor in this
one centers around Carrey making
fools of other people. His mucousriddled greeting of the chief uses only
the talents of the special effects crew
from "Ghostbusters." It also doesn't
take much talent to spit spitwads at a
guy standing atop a totem pole. Al
though a friend of mine knowledge
able in history pointed out that in the
Middle Ages a priest stood on a tall
pole for a week for penance. Assum
ing the writers were aware of this, that
makes a good target for satire.
R: What I missed was Carrey's noholds-barred in your face mockery of
those around him; he just wasn't the
stud I loved from the first Pet Dick
flick. He goes from catching bullets
in his teeth to not being able to catch
a spear, a significantly larger, slower
object, hurled at his leg. C'mon, Ace.
Yes, it's funny to watch him face-off
with Tommy Davidson's Tasmanian
Devil character, but the Ace of old
ri'i
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would have whipped his ass Tyson
fashion.
N: To summarize my position,
"When Nature Calls" oversteps the
boundaries of useful allusion. Carrey
spent more time looking like a dork
and not enough time being funny. I
enjoyed "Pet Detective" for two rea
sons: Ventura made fun of people
who deserved to be made fun of and
he did interesting things with his
body. "When Nature Calls" doesn't
have any deserving targets and the
physical humor is replaced by scato
logical humor. My Worst Bit would
have to be the Jim Carrey-assisted
birth. I suppose it could have been
funny but it wasn't.
R: I laughed. But much of Carrey's
humor is revisited in this sequel and
that is somewhat disappointing. The
instant replay joke, for example, was
superb in the first film. But in the se
quel I am merely reminded of the
gag's origin and ultimately disap
pointed. Somehow I get the impres
sion that the honest, perhaps inno
cent fun in "Pet Detective" are what
worked so well. And certainly its origi
nality. Let's face it, this is a sequel. I
think My Best Bit would have to be
the opening sequence of the film. It's
a real cliffhanger.
N: In other news, the drama
department's staging of "Six Degrees
of Separation" boasts solid acting and
ingenious sets. Don't miss it.
R: Hope you got $20 million to
say that.
vA
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Arts &Fn tertainment
CALENDAR SECTION
Stockton, holds a Children s
Storytime from 11 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
For more information call 472-7495.
Barnes & Noble, located at 660 West
March Lane in Stockton, is holding
Genevieve's Reading Group today
from 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. The topic of
discussion will be "If on a Winters
Night a Traveler..." by Italo Calvino.
For more information, call Cynthia
Estes at 472-7495.

Friday, Nov. 17
ON CAMPUS

Multicultural Student Association
asks for you donation of canned
goods for the Thanksgiving Basket
Drive for needy community mem
bers. Drop items at the first floor, Ban
nister Hall. Today is the last day of
the drive, so be sure to make your do
nations.

Upbeat Special Events and Cultural Awareness are proud to present
the first show in the comedy club series, "Funny Farm Live." This
comedy night will feature Kevin Kataoka (above), Del Van Dyke,
and Karen Anderson. The first SO students will get a free sports
bottle complements of UPBEAT. Don't miss this opportunity to take
a study break and hear some great comedy. Thursday, Nov. 16 at 8
p.m. in the Static Attic, McCaffrey Center stage located in the
Summit.

Thursday, Nov. 16
ON CAMPUS
Multicultural Student Association
asks for you donation of canned
goods for the Thanksgiving Basket
Drive for needy community mem
bers. Drc > items at the first floor, Ban
nister Hall before Nov. 17.
National Society of Black Engineers
will meet at noon in the MEP room.
Native American Student Association
meets at noon in the Summit. If you
are interested in promoting an aware
ness of ti e American Indian Culture
through education and community
involvement, be sure to check out this
meeting. If you are unable to attend,
but are still interested, contact
Kathryn Poertner at 2946-2424, or
Marilyn Norton at 946-2145.
Chi Alpha Noon Prayer. Morris
Chapel. All welcome to join.
An hor d'oeuvre recipe exchange
sponsored by Staff Council's Staff
Development Committee will be held
at 5 p.m. at the Pacific Athletic Club.

Participants are asked to bring an ap
petizer for sampling and copies of the
recipe. For more information, call
Frances Feicht at 946-2206.
UPBEAT Special Events and Cultural
Awareness are proud to present the
first show in the comedy club series,
"Funny Farm Live." 8 p.m. in the
Static Attic, McCaffrey Center.
Help plan Diversity Week 1996! Join
us for food, fun, and fantastic ideas
from 8 to 9 p.m. in George Wilson
Hall. Call 946-2082 for more infor
mation.
Movie: "Species." Acclaimed film
maker Roger Donaldson directs this
terrifying thriller about an alien cre
ated by splicing human DNA se
quence sent from space. The result is
a shape-changing creature that can
appear as a beautiful woman but is
more dangerous than anyone ever
imagined. Rated R. McCaffrey Cen
ter Theatre. 8 p.m. Movie will play
through Nov. 19.

OFF CAMPUS
Every Thursday Barnes & Noble, lo
cated at 660 West March Lane in

A closing reception will be held for
artist Kathryn VanDyke in the UOP
Gallery from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Her ab
stract paintings containing organic
themes and developing abstruse pat
terns have been on display since Oct.
24. The UOP Gallery is located on the
second floor of the McCaffrey Cen
ter. Gallery open 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Monday - Friday, 12 to 5 p.m. Satur
day and Sunday.
Chi Alpha: An energetic Christian
fellowship time to sing and study
about God's message. Meets at 8 p.m.
in WPC 140.
"Six Degrees of Separation" will be
performed tonight at 8 p.m. in the
DeMarcus Brown Studio Theater in
side the UOP Drama Building. Based
on a true story, John Guare's dramatic
comedy follows the exploits of a
young black con man, Paul, who
thrusts himself into the lives of a
group of wealthy New Yorkers. Ticket
prices are $8 for general admission
and $4 for senior citizens, UOP stu
dents, faculty, and staff. Call 9462116 to make reservations. Play will
be performed through Nov. 19.
Movie: "Species." See Nov. 16 for de
tails. McCaffrey Center Theatre. 8
p.m.
OFF CAMPUS
"Education: Bridging the Gap to Suc
cess" will be the theme of the Com
munity Involvement Program's sev
enth annual dinner. Event begins
with a silent auction from 6 to 7 p.m.
followed by dinner. Stockton Hilton.
Tickets are $35. Call 946-2436 for res
ervations.

Saturday, Nov. 18
TIGER SPORTS

UOP
Badminton Club mWtK
ee,
— —
Saturday from 9:30 a.m. t0 ]
the UOP Gym. All are welcoJ;;
the fun.
UOP's football team battles
at noon in Utah.
Women's Volleyball team wii^
San Jose State in the Alex G. v
Center at 7:30 p.m. Come0ll
support our team. Call 946-2V
ticket information.

ON CAMPUS
Young Entrepreneur SeminaitJ
the Eberhardt School of Business !
946-2476 for more information
"Six Degrees of Separation."See\:
17 for details. 8 p.m. in the DeMr
Brown Studio Theater insidethe
Drama Building.

Dave Brubeck 75th Birthday
ship Concert. Faye Spanos Cenl
8 p.m. Tickets are $60, $45,530,1
$15. Call 946-2UOP for ticketir
mation.

Movie: "Species." See Nov. 16hi
tails. McCaffrey Center Theafc
p.m.

Sunday, Nov. 19

ON CAMPUS
Don't miss the Ying Quartet'sp«
mance in the Faye Spanos Co:
Hall at 3 p.m. The concert wit*
ceded by a free program preview
will be followed by a receptionft
audience and musicians. Ticket
$15 per person and maybe#
by mailing checks payable to Fn
of Chamber Music, with a sfc
dressed stamped envelope, tofl
at P.O. Box 4874, Stockton, CA9
Any remaining tickets will be s;
the door. For more information
946-0540 or 937-7488.

"Six Degrees of Separation.' ^
17 for details. 5 p.m. in the De^
Brown Studio Theater insidetlx
Drama Building.
Movie: "Species." See Nov. h>'
tails. McCaffrey Center Thea
p.m.

Tuesday, Nov. 21

ON CAMPUS
Paul Pratchenko will exhibit®
realistic paintings in the T
Gallery through Dec. 15. The C1

[Gallery is located on the second floor
of the McCaffrey Center. Gallery is
s Jppen 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday - FriIcay, 12 to 5 p.m. Saturday and Sun
day.
uesday World Forum in the Bechtel
International Center from 12 to 1
m. Lecture on "The Former Yugo
slavia: A Problem for All Its Citizens"
ly Uros Petrovic. Petrovic is a law
graduate from the University of
Serajevo. Roger Mueller, an English
, professor from UOP, will introduce
" the speaker.

s,
K

' Confidential HIV Antibody Testing.
> Cowell Student Health Center every
uesday. 6 to 8 p.m. For more infori ination call 946-2315.
OFF CAMPUS
' very Tuesday Barnes & Noble, lo
oted at 660 West March Lane in
Stockton, holds a "Game Night in the
Cafe" from 6 to 9 p.m. For more in
formation call 472-7495.
[Hring your own prose to read aloud
.it Maxwell's Bookmark, located at
2103 Pacific Ave., from 6:30 to 9 p.m.
fCall 466-0194 for more information.

Wednesday, Nov. 22
[UOP HOLIDAY, NO CLASSES TODAY,
[THURSDAY, OR FRIDAY. HAVE A
[GREAT THANKSGIVING BREAK.

Sunday, Nov. 26

^

TIGER SPORTS
Men's basketball team vs. University
of San Diego at 5:30 p.m. Alex G.
|Spanos Center. Come back from your
rhanksgiving break in time to sup
port our team.

Monday, Nov. 27
ON CAMPUS
Co-op/Internship Program orienta
tion meeting today from 11 a.m. to
noon on the second floor of
McConchie Hall. If you are interested
in either a co-op or internship, please
' attend this informational meeting.

Tuesday, Nov. 28
ON CAMPUS
Tuesday World Forum in the Bechtel
International Center from 12 to 1
p.m. Lecture on "England: A Place
Where Dreams Come True," by Laure
Morzov. Morzov is a junior in the
Conservatory of Music at UOP.
Richard Rosenberg, the Chairman

and Chief Executive Officer of the
Bank of America, will be speaking at
UOP on Nov. 28 in the Faye Spanos
Concert Hall from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m.
The campus community is welcome
to attend the talk which is part of the
Pacific Business Forum. A reception
for faculty and staff will be held in
Weber Hall, room 112 prior to the
talk.
Music therapy lecture by Profes
sors Colin Lee and Audree O'Connell
about their collaborative work with
the dying and bereaved. Lecture will
be held in Buck Hall 113 at 6 p.m.
Open and free to the public.
Student Health Advisory Committee
(SHAC) meeting at 6 p.m. in the
McCaffrey Center Conference Room.
Confidential HIV Antibody Testing.
Cowell Student Health Center every
Tuesday. 6 to 8 p.m. For more infor
mation call 946-2315.
Movie: "Do The Right Thing." Spike
Lee wrote, produced, directed, and
starred in this combination of humor,
drama and music that exposes the
absurdity of racism. Rated R.
McCaffrey Center Theatre. 8 p.m.
Movie will play through Nov. 29.
OFF CAMPUS
Every Tuesday Barnes & Noble, lo
cated at 660 West March Lane in
Stockton, holds a "Game Night in the
Cafe" from 6 to 9 p.m. For more in
formation call 472-7495.
Bring your own prose to read aloud
at Maxwell's Bookmark, located at
2103 Pacific Ave., from 6:30 to 9 p.m.
Call 466-0194 for more information.

Wednesday, Nov. 29
ON CAMPUS
Confidential HIV Antibody Testing.
Cowell Student Health Center every
Wednesday. 9 to 11 a.m. For more
information call 946-2315.
Co-op/Internship Program orienta
tion meeting today from 5 to 6 p.m.
on the second floor of McConchie
Hall. If you are interested in either a
co-op or internship, please attend this
informational meeting.
Movie: "Do The Right Thing." See
Nov. 28 for details. McCaffrey Cen
ter Theatre. 8 p.m.
OFF CAMPUS
Maxwell's Bookmark, located at 2103
Pacific Ave., holds a discussion of
headlines torn form The Record from
12 noon to 1 p.m. Come discuss the

Sally Rivera, a former Executive Director of Community Involvement
Program, and Ben Reddish, the Chairman of the Community Involvement
Program s Advisory Board are spearheading the seventh annual dinner for
the Community Involvement Program on Friday, Nov. 17 beginning at 6
p.m. The theme for this year's event is: "Education: Bridging the Gap to
Success." Activities will begin with a silent auction from 6 p.m. to 7 p.m.
followed by dinner. Event will be held at the Stockton Hilton. Tickets are
S35. Call 946-2436 for reservations.
issues impacting our world today.
The CREW: Christ's Reality Explod
ing the Walls. This is a Bible study
sponsored by Campus Crusade for
Christ and Quail Lakes Baptist
Church for any college student want
ing to learn more about Christ. Meets
every Wednesday at 6 p.m. at 828 W.
Stadium Dr. Apt. #3 (Across the street
from South/West Residence Hall). For
more information call Sean Curtis at
951-7380.

Thursday, Nov. 30
ON CAMPUS
Chi Alpha Noon Prayer. Morris
Chapel. All welcome to join.
National Society of Black Engineers
will meet at noon in the MEP room.
Movie: "Apollo 13." It seemed to be
the perfect mission; another trip to
the moon for three of NASA's finest
astronauts. But when Apollo 13 pilot
Jim Lovell (Tom Hanks) uttered a
simple, heart-stopping message across
the dead of space, "Houston...we have
a problem," mission control and the
rest of the world would soon learn
that something had gone horribly
wrong. McCaffrey Center Theatre. 8
p.m. Movie will play through Dec. 3.
OFF CAMPUS
Every Thursday Barnes & Noble, lo
cated at 660 West March Lane in
Stockton, holds a Children's
Storytime from 11 to 11:30 a.m. For
more information call 472-7495.

Friday, Dec. 1
ON CAMPUS
Chi Alpha: An energetic Christian
fellowship time to sing and study
about God's message. Meets at 8 p.m.
in WPC 140.
Movie: "Apollo 13." See Nov. 30 for
details. McCaffrey Center Theatre. 8
p.m.

Saturday, Dec. 2
TIGER SPORTS
UOP Badminton Club meets every
Saturday from 9:30 a.m. to noon in
the UOP Gym. All are welcome to join
the fun.
ON CAMPUS
Movie: "Apollo 13." See Nov. 30 for
details. McCaffrey Center Theatre. 8
p.m.

Sunday, Dec. 3
ON CAMPUS
Movie: "Apollo 13." See Nov. 30 for
details. McCaffrey Center Theatre. 8
p.m.
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Mother Hips: Exploring great tradition of music
RYAN HARSCH
Pacifican guest writer
When examining what the
Mother Hips have been doing since
their 1992 debut release, "Back to the
Grotto"—performing over 500 shows
nationwide, appearing at the
Fillmore, CBGB's and two H.O.R.D.E.
summer festivals—one may easily
understand the title of their new re
lease, "Part-timer Goes Full."
Their music is a blend of guitardriven roots-rock, country, folk, bluegrass, soul, blues, and R&B, laced with
quirky time signature changes and
lilting harmonies. Buried within the
fiery rock guitars, soaring vocals and
deep rhythmic grooves are lyrics that
tell of everyday life in America.
The Mother Hips draw upon the
diverse, archives of American music
and literature for a supreme bolt of
inspiration. Guitarist and vocalist,
Tim Bluhm says, "Music is a medium
where it's actually necessary to bor
row and insinuate your heroes, un

\Pollardville Chicken
Kitchen and tase D pizza
10464 N. Hzvy 99 Stockton 95212

less you want to be completely pro
gressive. You have to go back and grab
things you thought were worthwhile,
especially if they're obscure."
This is evident in their lyrics, a
collection of vivid words and flow
ing phrases that offer a romantic, yet
raw look at life. The harmonies of the
band prove to be formidable instru
ments themselves peering out from
the music one instant and slamming
the listener in the face the next.
The Mother Hips formed in
Chico, a small college town in North
ern California. They decided to form
the band after a late-night jam ses
sion in a dormitory bathroom at
Chico State. After many changes, the
Mother Hips began playing at private
parties, bars and coffeehouses. Within
months, people were squeezing in to
see the shows, some legendary due to
the fact that the band has been
known to play continuously for three
hours straight.
Once they honed their musical
skills and gained a strong, loyal fol

•
4 - 1 ^ band
K o n H members
m p r n h p f S dropped
dfODt
lowing,
the

out of Chico State in 1992 and went
on the road, forever changing the
course of their lives. Their tour
agenda expanded as they endlessly
played in nightclubs across the coun
try.

"Part-Timer Goes Full" may be
seen as a melting pot of all American
music styles and textures some dat
ing back to the beginning of the cen
tury. It is so appealing because it
sounds so fresh and innovative, an
approach that is both new and experi
mental. This album explores the great
tradition and grand institution
known as music, leaving the listener
to reflect on what he or she has heard
in a lifetime.
"Part-Timer Goes Full" is an
amazing record due to the fact that it
combines many eclectic styles into
one solid, groovy whole, something
that is lacking in most new bands. If
you are looking for something re
freshing, different and exciting, then
check out the Mother Hips.

^

continued from page 13

the audience stiffened up,
direction kept everyone attentjv
Matthew Kimmich and v
Pukonen played a believable Fian!
and Ouisa. Pukonen took thep0s
and poise to a science. Ouisa was,"
warm, and brilliant, and Pu^1
conveyed that through compoSllIf
Manny Darden plays Paul and;
a cameo as Sydney Poitier. Hisc.
dence and talent on stage br<w
him out of the realm of just perf0tr
ing and landed him in the centeri
accurate acting. Darden's transition
were clear and his character was tejj
The rest of the play is spring
with wonderful supporting roles. Saj
Getrichfs portrayal of Dr. Fine de.
feated the one dimension of a sidf
show and brought attention to n
individual conflict. Everyone carried
more than their share of the load
which made "Six Degrees of Sep®
tion" more than a good production
"Six Degrees of Separation" con
tinues on Nov. 17 and 18 at 8 pa
and Nov. 19 at 5 p.m. in the
DeMarcus Brown Studio Theater.

SUNDANCE SPORTS

—I**

}%f§

a year-round specialty sports shop

209 - 931-0272
OpenEverday : 11AM-9PM

TURKEY DAY SALE • SATURDAY NOV. 18TH ONLY!... 10AM-6PM

BUY ONE
DINNER
GET THE 2ND
HALF OFF!

SKIS FROM $89.99* BOOTS FROM $99.99* BINDINGS FROM$79.99
SKI PACKAGES* ADULTS FROM $199.99* JUNIORS FROM$159.99
SNOWBOARD PACKAGES ALSO AVAILABLE!

FORMAL
CONNECTION

?f

r.

702 Porter Way
Stockton
(Porter Station)
477-2442
110 N. Main St.
Manteca
239-5511

Tuxedo Rentals

HUGE VARIETY OF
STYLES
LOTS OF COLORS
IN CUMMBERBUNDS,
TIES & VESTS

UOP STUDENT DISCOUNTS
BRING THIS AD IN FOR
15% OFF TUXEDO RENTALS
Porter at Pacific behind the Shell Station

AIRWALK • B URT ON • K 2 • SIMS • LIQUID • NALE • R I D E & MORE...

SrSKI CLOTHING UPTO 60% «
WIN A FREE T U R K E Y , O N E GIVEN AWAY EVERY HOUR

3201 W.BEN.HOLT DR. @ I-5

London

$195*
Boston
Wash. DC
Philadelphia
Paris
Auckland
Sydney

$178*
$178*
$178*
$235*
$463*
$503*

•fares are each way from San Francisco based on a roundrrip purchase la*es
a>e no: included <nd restT'C>onsapo!y Can fo» other wor dwce destinations

Council Travel
530 Bush St., Dept. 800, Suite 700
San Francisco, CA 94108

1-800-2-COUNCIL
(1-800-226-8624)

EURAILPASSES

AVAILABLE BY PHONE!

477-3SKI

MONTFRF.Y
sl^MKTET

LANGUAGE
PROGRAM

JUNE 19 — AUGUST 15, 1996

English as a Second Language
JUNE 18 — AUGUST 21, 1996

Arabic, Chinese, Japanese and Russian
JUNE 25 — AUGUST 21. 1996

French, German, Italian, Korean and Spanish
MONTEREY INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

425 Van Buren Street, Monterey, California 93940
Telephone (408) 647-4115 • FAX (408) 647-3534
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL FOR INTERNATIONAL CAREERS
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Restaurant review

Michael's

Vincenzo: Service the highlight

VULPAPMassage
EUTIC

BLACK ANtU.'S

LAURA BENSON
Pacifican guest writer
Vincenzo sounded like a homey,
hearty little Italian restaurant. I imag
% ined potted plants and secluded,
dimly lit booths perfect for couples
"ami contemplating amore. But in reality
it was slightly less attractive.
The persimmon colored booths
were barely separated and I could
practically smell the food of the
couple next to me. It would be nearly
impossible to have a private conver
sation without the whole restaurant
listening. Brown carpet added to the
autumn theme and pictured of an
cient Italy decorated the walls.
One thing that surprised me was
the amount of people there. People
seemed to be enjoying themselves
and their food. I had to wonder if I
was the only one who was unhappy.
My ravioli wasn't cheap ($8.75) and
came with a pitiful salad that was
barely improved with pepper and
parmesan cheese. The ravioli itself
wasn't bad, but it was so drowned in
meat sauce that I'm not really sure
how it tasted.
Still, there was plenty of it and it
was hot. None of the menu items
were very inexpensive (spaghetti was

$8.50, pesto was $8.75) and there was
little variety for the vegetarian; every
thing had meat in it.
The tables were crammed in a
small space and the chances of walk
ing to the bathroom without bump
ing someone were slim. The restau
rant was basically clean, but I think
that it had seen better days. I got the
feeling that other people knew a se
cret about the place and had left me
out.
In this case, I'd have to say that
service saved the day. My waitress was
consistent and friendly throughout
the meal and she answered my ques
tions politely. My food was delivered
faster than anywhere else I've been
for a long time; their promptness sur
prised and impressed me.
There are some other pleasant
things to say about Vincenzo. The
bread was soft and the decorative
dishes were kind of fun to eat from.
They offered fresh ground pepper and
lots of friendly workers. If these
things are important to you, you may
consider going at least once, but I
think I'll save my money.
Vincenzo is easy to find, across
from Lucky at Hammer and Pacific
in the Hammer Ranch. Call for hours
because they are a little confusing.

Monday Night Football
A $1.50 20oz Millers

Experienced, competent muscle
therapy for sore back, tight
shoulders, stiff neck, aching head,
feet, arms, legs
Swedish* Shiatsu •Pressure Points
Reflexology* Deep Tissue

(keep the logo'd cup)
A Watch the game on our Big Screen
TV's & monitor throughout the bai
A Play QBI - an interactive
football game where YOU
are the quarterback
A Prizes & Specials throughout
the game

478 - 4125
1955 W. Lucile Ste. C
Stockton, Ca 95209
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

FREE FOOD!

Bring in this coupon for 1 FREE item off
our Concession Stand Menu Choose from
our Prime Rib Sandwich,Classic Burger
and more! Present coupon to server berfore ordering.
Valid on Mondays only, through Mon. Nov. 30,
1995. Valid in lounge only. No cash value.
One coupon per visit. No photocopies. Must
be 21 or older. Good only at the Stockton
location.

10% DISCOUNT
FOR UOP STUDENTS,
FACULTY & STAFF

2605 W. March Ln. Stockton 95207 - j

Don't Let
Computer
Problems
RUIN Your
Day!

A-l CARBURETORS

We can help you repair and maintain your
computer, even if you didn't buy it from us.

THAT'S ALL WE DO

And if you can't find what you're looking for, call

24 YRS EXPERIENCE

us at (209) 957-5555 and we'll find it for you.

CHECK OUR LOW PRICES

"WE DON'T SELL EM
WE FIX EM!"

Great Service.
Great People.

I MENTION THIS AD AND GET $10 OFF!
2219 E. MINER AVE
STOCKTON

547-9021

"If Your Car's Not Going,
We'll be Towing!"

SOFTWARE & .
COMPUTERS |

The Baun Fitness Center
*Come Shape Up For The Holidays*
Lose Your Freshman 15
Before It Becomes 20!

BMT TOWING
"24 Hr. Emergency Towing and Recovery"

P.O. Box 31597
Stockton, CA 95213

(209) 463-8006
D800-588-4TOW

704 W. Swain Road • Stockfcqn • (209) 957-5555

With this adp8*pay only
$30 thru Feb. 1st.
(|L

ES: -9300 sq. ft. Facility.
-Complete with Free Weights,
Selectorized Machines , Stair Masters
Stationary Bikes,
Ho
Rowers and Versaclimher.
-Aerobics Classes 12 Times Per Week.
Included With
-

#1 in Men's Sportswear!
We carry a wide selection of
Nautica Sportswear and Jeans.

SpfcE
A

Save 15% with
your student I.D.!

477-3533 • 214 Lincoln Center, Stockton

iiu(lnnnrrrTOroimraCffl;;'/''
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Smashing Pumpkins in seas 0[
KERI SCHNEIDER
Pacifican staff writer

STOCKTON CIVIC THEATRE

By Walton Jones • Music by Various
Composers • Directed by Jon Robinson

NOVEMBER 2 thru DECEMBER 2

«ei V9 en h way trcm S»n Francisco bawd on t rourvdinp pu»cri»te ra»es
not xvek-ded ana iett')CT«xn apply. Call to* othtr-WOiktwkJe d*j:.r>aeiom

$14 Adults • $12 Students/Senior Citizens

Council Travel

CURTAIN TIMES
Thursdays 7:30 p.m.
Fridays and Saturdays 8 p.m.
Sunday Matinee 2:30 p.m.

$178*
$229*
$229*
$249*
$249*
$335*

Miami
Frankfurt
London
San Jose
Guatemala
Quito

530 Bush St., Dept. 800, Suite 700
San Francisco, CA 94108

BOX OFFICE

1-800-2-COUNCIL
(1-800-226-8624)

473-2424

EURAILPASSES

AVAILABLE BY PHONE!

24 hour phone service

AMTUAK (AllfOWilA
To
S
HAS TS ADVANTAGES.

AND TDOM CHOOL

r

yI

When it's time for a weekend trip home or a
break from school, take Amtrak California!
The trains of California, and connecting shuttle
buses, can take you just about anywhere in the state,
without the hassle of driving. There's no easier or
more economical way to get there and back.
Aboard the train you can sit back and relax, catch
up on homework, have a snack, or just listen to some
good music. The trains are comfortable, and have
plenty of room to haul your stuff.
Check out the super low roundtrip fares from
Stockton aboard Amtrak California's daily San
Joaquins. And with Amtrak's new Student Advantage
card, it's more affordable than ever! Annual enroll
ment in Student Advantage is only $20 and you'll
receive a 15% discount on our already low fares
everytime you ride Amtrak.
So, next time take the train for the ultimate trip
home, or for a major break from school.
Roundtrip
Fares

San Francisco
Yosemite
Los Angeles
Santa Barbara
San Diego
Palm Springs

With SA Card

Savings

$14
$31
$59

. $3

$ 17
$37
$69
$72
$84
$85 . . .

$61

. $6
.$10

.$11
$71
.$13
$72 ... .$13

Twenty-eight slices of heaven
comprise the Smashing Pumpkins
epic double album, "Melon Collie
and the Infinite Sadness." Past re
leases "Gish," "Siamese Dream," and
"Pisces Iscariot" were far superior to
the offerings of other bands who fall
into the same melodic rock category.
This album combines the peculiarity
and remarkability of its predecessors
in a polished sound embellished by
fresh harmonies which range from
chilling to torrid.

Band says new album,
"Melon Collie and the
Infinite Sadness f/ captures
sound, goal better than
any other
As you open the jewel case, which
is beautifully adorned with an angelic
woman floating in the night sky, the
first disc smiles at you with a pinkish
hue, symbolizing the dawn to dusk
portion of the day. Put it in and ex
perience a chaotic guitar teamed with
Billy Corgan's raw, furious vocals.
Passionate lyrics play off the strong
foundation created by noisy bass lines
and simple percussion. "Cupid de
locke," hushes the thunderous theme
with the delicate cries of a harp.

Disc number two, for Iwm
starlight, delivers pure ecstasyt0
mind and body. The misconcm
is that this portion contradicts;
other in mood because of the b
teary-eyed character featured on
actual disc. Ironically, the zealoust
brisk lashes of guitar and unbel*
able lyrical behavior boost the ir^
sity of the songs. "Thirty-three;
exception serves up a soundofo
fortable sadness and melanch:
"Lily (My One and Only)," wills
you on a trip to a never-beforc-si
symphonic land.
In an interview with "Rol
Stone," frontman Billy Corgan;
plained that with this album!
group finally managed to mai
everything it thought it could do "
Pumpkins aimed for a distinctce
ation best representing their tale
while weeding out unnecessaryi
gon. Some say "quality, notqur
tity," but the Pumpkins manage!
deliver both.
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Football

Abdullah past 1,000 yard mark,
earns invitation to Shrine game
The Pacifican

"^toilback Joe Abdullah (33) runs for some of his 190 yards against Nevadal »rJJe/io. Abdullah's 117.1 yards rushing per game average ranks 20th in the
beJfl'AA. He will showcase his talents on the national level in the East-West
Shrine game on Jan. 13 at Stanford Stadium.

's Volleyball

igers plunder 49ers

t' OAVID OTTENFELD
%'acifican staff writer
ea I

with 17 kills. The multi-purpose tal
ent of Misty May gave the 49ers an
all-round performance with 13 kills,
iol.
jhe Tigers are still very much in
15 assists, and 14 digs. This proved
^ he NCAA championship hunt as
valiant, but not enough to win.
hey beat up on Long Beach State for
On the flip side, the Tigers also
•"the second time this year at the Pyramatched up against UC Irvine at the
d and went 2-0 on the road.
Bren Center. This one was a quickie,
The 49ers kept it close, but the
finishing in just over an hour with
Igers decisively won in three 15-11,
the scores 15-11, 15-4, 15-3.
45 10, 15-10. The Tigers early season
"They are one of the weaker
problems seem to be behind them
teams in the league, and we came out
ijcw as they have beaten two top
with Rebecca [Downey] stepping it
. tlams in the past two weeks.
up. She couldn't be stopped," said
"We all had a really good
Caldemeyer.
[line," said junior Sacha Caldemeyer.
UCI was obviously overmatched
pVe played with lots of confidence
by the Tigers as they blocked 14 Antd outplayed them in every area of
eater attack attempts. They struggled
b game. We outpassed them and
with their hitting as well as passing.
t a lot of service aces. It gave me a
Downey was unstoppable, finish
of options to work with."
ing with a game high 14 kills while
Dominique Benton-Bozman led
hitting an impressive .706. Bentonle Tiger swarm with 17 kills on the
Bozman chipped in 9 kills in the ef
^ht and also served up five aces,
fort, still making a progressive climb
sa Stegemann added support with
on the Pacific all-time kill list.
kills while hitting .524. Rebecca
Caldemeyer had another strong offer
>wney was a force in the middle
ing with 33 assists and four service
ice again providing the Tigers with
aces.
) kills and five blocks.
The Tigers dominated in attack
Setter Caldemeyer dished out 50
ing, hitting .449 as compared to UCI's
ists and led the back row defense
woeful .071.
th 10 digs.
"If we show up to play the way
Passing for the Tigers was the key,
we have, we could beat any given
they only committed two recepteam," said Caldemeyer.
>n errors while the 49ers struggled
The #12 Tigers (19-7, 13-4) next
th 10 passing errors. The Tigers
match up against San Jose State at the
idly out hit Long Beach .299 to
Spanos Center (11/18), a match that
§)5.
the Tigers need to win in order to
Senior Brita Shwerm led the 49ers
prove that their late season surge is
not a fluke.
' W . ..

1
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Sports Department
946-2115

It was business as usual last Sat
urday at Stagg Stadium when Pacific's
football team played their last home
game of the 1995 season against Ne
vada-Reno.
In typical Tiger fashion, the de
fense started slow, then turned stingy
in the second half as the offense
started to find their rhythm.
The Tigers trailed by as much as
28 points in the third quarter but
managed to come within a touch
down after tailback Joe Abdullah
scored two touchdowns in 19 seconds
to make the score 31-23.

Abdullah's performance
Saturday put him over the
1,000 yard rushing mark
for the second consecutive
season.
"Joe has the ability to change the
game around," offensive tackle
Hormaz Jangi said. "Once Joe got go
ing, we just fed off him. He can
change
the
momentum."
Abdullah finished the day with 190
yards rushing and four rushing touch
downs and single-handedly brought
the Tigers back within striking dis
tance.
Abdullah's performance Saturday
put him over the 1,000 yard rushing
mark for the second consecutive sea
son. Abdullah joins Willard Harrell
(1973-74) and Ryan Benjamin (199192) as the only backs in school his
tory to accomplish this feat. Abdullah
currently ranks 20th in the nation in
rushing with 117.1 yards per game.
Though Pacific owns a 3-7 record,
Abdullah's accomplishments haven't

Big West Conference standings
Nevada
No. Illinois
SW Louis.
UOP
N. Mexico Si.
Utah St.

overall
7-2-0;
3-6-0;
6-3-0;
3-7-0;
3-5-0;

conference
4-0-0
3-1-0
4-2-0
2-3-0

2-2-0;

2-7-0
2-3-0

4-4-0;
2-7-0;
•' 2-7-0;
4-5-0;
:

;

2-2-0

1-4-0

gone without merit. He was recently
invited to play in the annual EastWest Shrine game Jan. 13 at Stanford
Stadium.
Quarterback Graham Leigh had a
tough day against the Wolfpack com
pleting 14 of 34 attempts for 142
yards with three interceptions. Two
interceptions led to 14 points for Ne
vada. His third was on the last play
of the game on a desperation pass.
Leigh did have a good day on the
ground carrying the ball nine times
while utilizing the option to gain 70
yards.
Freshman kicker Zach McSweeny
had another long day in his young
career. His 29-yard field goal was the
only points for Pacific in the first half
but in the second half he was two for
four in extra-point attempts.
Punter/Quarterback John Fassel
punted five times and averaged 31.2
yards per attempt in only his fourth
game ever punting.
Defensively, transfer defensive
back Kato Serwanga had a stellar per
formance. He had eight tackles, two
interceptions and two pass deflec
tions. Kato and twin brother Wasswa
have a combined six interceptions in
the last three weeks.
With Nevada-Reno's 45-29 vic
tory over UOP and Northern Illinois
loss to Arkansas State, the Wolfpack
clinched the conference title outright
and received the Las Vegas Bowl
berth. Nevada will face the Mid
American Conference champion in
college football's first bowl game of
the 1995 season, Las Vegas Bowl IV,
on Dec. 14 at Sam Boyd Stadium in
Las Vegas.
Pacific faces Utah State this Sat
urday in their final contest of the sea
son. The game can be heard live on
KWG (AM 1230) at 11:00 a.m. (PT).

Football schedule and results
Sept. 2, lost 41-9 at Arizona
Sept. 9, won 23-10 vs. Oregon State
Sept. 16, lost S6-24 at Fresno State
Sept, 23, lost 49-7 at Nebraska
Oct. 7, lost 4S-7 at Oregon
Oct. 14, won 47-41 vs. La. Tech
Oct. 21, lost 45-3 at SW
Oct. 28, won 32-30 at San jose ~ *

The Pacif
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water polo

Swimming
won't be home for holidays
Invitational Tiqers
...
MDCC trkumnment on Nov. 24
Team ... compete
will in
the MPSF
tournament on Nov. 24
a success for
both men,
women
Mpn't

NELSON CORTEWAY
Pacifican staff writer
The Tiger men's and women's
swim teams hosted the Pacific Invi
tational on Nov. 4th at Chris Kjeldsen
Pool. The Men took the over all
championship in their contest while
the women had a strong second place
finish behind the University of Ne,«• vada-Reno.
The women's team won the 200
medly relay with a time of 1:49.97.
Sarrah Hackett claimed individual
victories in the 100 breast-stroke
(1:06.02) and the 200 breast-stroke
(2:23.23). In the 100 back-stroke Me
lissa McClendon won with a time of
59.57. Rounding out the individual
victories for the women's team was
Maggie Phillips, with a first place fin
ish in the 100 free-style (53.00).
The men's team, who took the
4 over all championship, claimed vic
tory in each relay event. They won
the 200 medly relay (1:39.16), the 800
free relay (7:16.18), and the 400 free
relay (3,14.48).
The men's team also enjoyed suc
cess in the individual events. Brian
Bayse won the 400 Individual Medly
(4:19.07) and the 200 back-stroke
(2:02.81). Kilo Soules-Ono took the
100 butterfly (53.76) and the 200
butterfly (2:07.45), Ryan Price
claimed individual victories in the
200 breast-stroke (2:12.23) and the
100 breast-stroke (1:00.06). Mike
. Scarcelli also claimed two individual
events, the 100 back-stroke (55.79)
and the 100 free-style (48.40). Ken
Olofsen rounded out the men's indi
vidual victories, claiming victory in
the 200 free-style with a time of
1:46.84.
Congratulations to the Men's and
Women's Swim teams for their suc
cessful finishes in their home tour
nament.

Patricia

Psychic Readings
Helpful Advice on All Problems
Past - Present - Future
• Tarot Cards
• Palms
over 30 years experience

209/463-2203

$5 special for UOP students

UOP will compete in the MPSF tournament on Nov. 24 in a double elimination tournament to determm
the national championship. Pacific is seeded #9.
NELSON CORTEWAY
Pacifican staff writer
Even though the Tigers finished
last in the Mountain Pacific Sports
Federation this year, they are still
going to be invited to the MPSF
tournament on Nov. 24. The ad
ministrative committee of the MPSF
reversed its decision to cut the con
ference tournament field from nine
teams to eight.
That means the Tigers, ranked
ninth in the conference, won't be
home for the holidays after all.
Originally, the host of the tourna
ment (Long Beach State) wanted to
cut the tournament field by one
team. Thus, it reduced the tourna
ment length by one day and saved
the school money. A protest by the
coaches resulted in a conference call
and a compromise was set up, al
lowing all nine teams in the con

PACIFIC VIDEO

From Classics to Adult films
3214 Pacific Avenue
943-2558
(Across the street from Lucky's)

Rent two new releases and
get one older title FREE.
Free Membership With UOP ID

ference to participate in the double
elimination tournament.
The Tigers have been close to win
ning all year. With numerous one
point losses earlier in the year, the
Tigers could of easily had a com
pletely different season. Don't let
their 8-18 record fool you. This team
is very talented and could present a
problem for many teams in the MPSF
tournament, if they get hot.
The Tigers ended their regular sea
son last Saturday as they took on the
defending National Champions,
Stanford University. The Tigers came
out pretty flat and were dominated
by Stanford early. By half time the
score was Stanford 9, UOP 1. The only
goal scored by UOP in the first half
came in the second quarter by sopho
more Ryan Esposto.
In the third period, Stanford
added another five goals to their lead.
UOP only scored once in that period

1-5 Gt>lt Practice Center
982-5700 . dpcntf ltfan

55 W. Hospital Road
South on 1-5 Across From the
San Joaquin. County Hospital

Buy One Basket^ '
%et2nd Basket
Valid only with coupon

Exp MY31/9S

with a goal by junior Curt 1
man.
The Tigers played Stanft
even in the final period, both tear,
scored two goals. The two goscored by UOP were from freshit
Gabe Esposto and sophomo
Marcus Sharar. The final scoreit
Stanford 13, UOP 4. "Overall,it«
a pretty lackluster performance
us," said Tanner.
The game had little sign'
cance because it would not of
fected the Tigers seeding for the r
coming MPSF tournament. The
gers will open the tournamt
against the host, Long Beach Sta
The Tigers have "matched up»with them" previously during'
season, according to Tanner,
have two weeks to prepare to
tournament and I think we ca"1
well."

Delta • Net
Local Internet Access

Ijjk

Providing Local Internet access fc'^
$9.95/month. Premium dial up accow
available at $24.95/month.

8026 Lorraine Ave. #218
Stockton, CA 95210
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Fax: 209-473-5951
e-mail: rogerasl@deltainet.com
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Profile

s Mighty Thor' helps as strength coach at fitness center
MARY CUTLER
Pacifican staff writer

Heads turn the minute this 6'6,
340Ibs. man walks into the room. If
you haven't met him you will the
minute you decide to take a trip over
to the Baun Fitness Center.
His name is Thor Harrison,a man
with a perfect first name for a job as
the assistant strength coach at Baun
Fitness Center for almost four years
now. He is the primary strength
coach for football, baseball, men's
volleyball, and men's aquatics.
"What we do is get them stron
ger and we get them faster. That is
how you excel in sports," Harrison
said.
Harrison mentioned that the ben
efits of his job are when working with
athletes your results are fairly short
term so the hard work that you put
in you get out virtually immediately.
Harrison, a former football player,
works with over 100 student athletes
a day. Athletes say they can relate to
him because he's not only their
1 coach,
or teacher, but also their
friend.
He is somebody they can
mi
come and talk to when they have
problems.
"1 think he's a great guy. He's very

knowledgeable about weights, and
everything to do with nutrition and
physicality," said Jason De Anda , a
former teammate of Thor's.
Harrison majored in English lit
erature as an undergraduate and then
got his masters degree in sports sci
ence. He played football on the of
fensive line, in 1990-91.
Harrison was sought out from a
coach and had never even heard of
Pacific. The coach spotted him in a
parking lot at San Jose City College
and invited him up to school to check
it out. Little did he know that it was
going to be here, at Pacific that he
would find a career.
"Thor played under me. He did a
great job playing for us and he had
really good work habits when he was
here. So when the opportunity came
to bring him in as a graduate assis
tant he was the logical choice. Then
he worked out so well as a graduate
assistant that when he graduated I
didn't want to loose him. We offered
him a job because he does a really
good job for me and with our ath
letes," said Coach John McBride.
In the future Harrison would like
to be a head coach. "I'd like to be at
a school where I can develop my own
strength and conditioning program.

Ice Hockey

Tigers still undefeated
I MATT KARTOZIAN
Pacifican guest writer
Last Saturday the Pacific ice
hockey team took to the ice and pro
ceeded to demolish the Moorpark
Raiders from Southern California.
The undefeated Tigers (7-0-1),
pounded Moorpark 8-2 for their sev
enth straight win.
Pacific opened the scoring early,
just two minutes into the first period,
but Moorpark answered back 30 sec
onds later, to tie the game 1-1. After
another 18 seconds, the Tigers scored
again, and they held the lead for the
rest of the game. Pacific scored two
more goals to end the first period 41. Moorpark was held scoreless in the
second while Pacific tallied three
times to take a 7-1 lead. Moorpark
managed a goal late in the third pe
riod, but the Tigers truly sealed the
victory when they scored their final
goal with three seconds left in the
game.
Although the Tigers took a lot of
penalties during the game, their pen
alty killing unit remained flawless.
Moorpark could not score on any of
their 11 power plays, while Pacific
scored three short-handed goals.
Pacific's special teams have been one

of their strengths this season. The
Tiger's power play has been strong,
capitalizing on many of their oppo
nents' penalties. Their penalty killing
unit has been nothing short of out
standing, deeply frustrating many
team's power play units.
Pacific took control of the game
early, firing 18 shots in just the first
period. As has been a tradition for the
Tigers, they easily out-played
Moorpark physically, and the team
went home with a large collection of
injuries courtesy of the Tigers.
Pacific's defense was also excel
lent in Saturday's match-up. The
Moorpark forwards were swarmed by
the defense as soon as they crossed
the blue line. The Pacific defense held
Moorpark to only 20 shots all game,
while the Moorpark goaltenders faced
47 shots.
Pacific faces undefeated Orange
Coast College on Saturday at 10:15
p.m. and Cal State Long Beach on
Sunday at 7:45 p.m. Sunday's game
will be free to all Pacific faculty and
staff with ID. The games will be
played at the Oak Park Ice Arena, for
more information call 952-2253.
NOTE: Pacific's game scheduled for
Friday night has been canceled.

Thor Harrison

It doesn't have to be a division 1 col
lege, it could be anywhere," said
Harrison.
"We all come into the weight
room and he gets us fired up to lift.
He's just an inspiration to all of us,"
said Lance Hedquist, a baseball player.
"Buying new clothes is the only
downfall to this job. It is the hard
est part because you just keep get
ting bigger," said Harrison.
When Harrison's not working on
speed agility programs, he's either lift
ing, reading journal articles, or going
out. He can often be found at El

Dorado Brewing Company or Mal
lards.
His favorite food is pizza which
is ironic given his stress on conditioning.
Harrison's biggest influences are
his parents who both have a history
in sports. His mom played rugby for
the , and his Dad played football for
San Jose State.
To some working out and exer
cising may seem like a chore. Tx>r
Thor it is a way of life. "When you're
an athlete you have to lift. It's full
season, year round, and that's my job.
I want to get as large as 1 possibly can,
and learn as much as I can," said Thor.
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